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Peace Corps Trainin6- Guidelines

METHODOLOGY

Training_a d Programm_ n

A glarme at the ,detionary will indicate that one definition
of "system" is "an organized Set of doctrines, ideas_e, or
principles intended to explain the working, of a svstdmatic

whole. Peace Corps training is such a system working within

a greater system which includes program development,.training
design anti . implementation,-Volunteer support and program

evaluation. This Peace Corps-oriented approach'provides the
principles which can explain the working of the,training system.

It also relates training ta the larger prog am-training system.

A discussion Of the larger-syste-M can be found in "Integration

of 'Program-training PrOcess" in the IntrOduction section of

these,Guidelines. The graphr on the .folloWing page shows the
-five major elements of the training system as steps _in -this

greater program-training system.

while programming and training all integrally related we often

look at,them as separate and- distinct operations. The 104 is

seen,as th: end product of programming and training as- a separate

operation. As a result training,programs often don't accurately

reflect the project description document. All to:often they

reflect the collective and at times mill:pally antagonistic,

biases of program and training staff.

Volunteers often complain "I was trained for a job that

-doesn't exist," or "I was trained for things I hardly ever do,

-"or" I was given little or no training in the most important

skills required by my job."

These c mplaints occuf primarily for three eesons:

1.. The pro ramming process is not approached
systema ically as a result it does not

produce an a6curate description of what the

-job actually entails.

There is little or no relation between the

- programming process and the training process.
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There is litt e or no evaluation of Volunteers

in the ,field o determine:

a. the relevancy of the programming
and training process to. the
Volunteer job;

b. the effic ency of the training proc-ss
in preparing the Voitznteer for that job-.:

1 understanding of t:he steps involved in the tOtal Peace Corps

clgr'em-training process as well as the interelationship of

ogramming and training is essential to'a trainer's ability

) design implement and evaluate good training.

2
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Peace Corps Training Guidelines

INTRODUCTION

1ntejration of Progr_ -Training Process

Peace corps training of suitable candidates is part of a larger
program-training process involVing program planning, recruit-
ment/placement, posting, Volunteer service and evaluation.

,A trainer's ability to produce effective and relevant training

depends on his understanding of this larger process-and the

degree to which training is related to it.

While programming and training are integrally related they

are often viewed as separate and distinct operations. The

104 is seen as the end product of programming. Having satis-

fied Washington's requirements for program justification,

attention is then turned to training. A training program

seldom accurately reflects the project description document.

All tdso often it reflects the'collective and at timemutually
antagonistic, biases of program and training staff.

Volunteers often say "1 Was trained for a job that doesn't

exist." Or, "I Was trained,for things I hardly ever do:"

or,"1 was given little or no training in the mostAAPOrtant

skills required by myjob."

TheSe complaints occur primarily fOr three reasons:

The programeng process is not approached systematically

and does not produce. an 'accurate description of what the,

job actually entails.

2. There is little relationship between the progranmiing

process and the training process.

_There is 1 _ttle or no evaluation of Volunteers in

the field to determine: (a). the relevancy of the

.
programming and.training process to 'the Volunteer

job; and (c) the effiCiency of the training process

in preparing the Volunteer for that job..
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One approach to systemizing an_ integrating the programming

and training functions is briefly outlined below. An

essential prerequisite to effective use of the system is

having done the relevant homework, i.e., one must be familiar

in Some depth with the technical area, the language, the- cul-

tural frame_ of reference, etc. If the program is in poultry

and one has no background in poultry science, a concerted

effort to bone up on the subject is necessary._ The eleven

steps of this framework are:

Step 1. -- PROGRAM CONCEPTION: This is the initial stage in

the process. In practice it most often involves

the initiation of-a request--either by the country

staff,or by the host agency concrarned. At .this

point the program ip usually not clearly defined

and there is at least the possibility that the

role of the Volunteers_ will be perceived differently by

PeaaaCorps and the host agency. Nonetheless, it is a

necessary first step and should:be the opportunity to

make some initial judgements about the program, Among

'the most iMportant of these are:

Is the program as conceived comPatible with
the three,goalS Of the Peace Corps, that is,

does'it offer the-opportunity for Volunteers

to provide middle-level manpower assistance,

to increase knowledge of American-and Americans

in the host'country, and.to'increase knowledge

of the ho3t countrY among"Americans.
r.

Is the program consistent, with Peace Corps and

host country philosophies and priorities as

presented in the Country Plan.

3. Is the program consistent with pr jections

of future Peace Corps involvement in the

host country development program.

4. Is the program, in its conc ptual state;

feasible? 'That is, does tl-ie host _countrY

have pxovision for the fiscaland material

6



requirem_nts of the project. Is it likely
that the skills required can either be
recruited or trained to perform the job.
Do potential supervisors, counterparts and
clients -have a faverable attitude toward-the
project and Volunteer involmement_in it.

5. At this point is it possible to establish
tentative measurable goals for the project.

By the Conclusion of the program conception stage there should
be positive answersto the first four questions as Well as a
working statement of the goals of.the project which should be
consistent with these answers. As subsequent programming and
training work is completed, the results should- remain consistent-

with these basic goals.

Step 2. JOB DESCRIPTION: A job description is the first stage
in refining the definition of what the Volunteers in

the program will, actually do. This must include not
only the technical job, per se, but the 4anguage and
cross--cultural Skills required-to live and work in
the country and position identified.

By definition a job description is arcoutline of the

job, compiled in a few paragraphs. It highlights
the major functions of the Volunteers as well as any
significant limiting conditions-whether they be
fiscal, material, cultural or linguistic. The
initial job description is, essentially, a plan of

action for further programming activities. After
this work has been completed, the final job descrip-r

tion is written summarizing the results. Most-
-important is that in both its initial and final

forms the job description should be consistent
with the goals established for the project.

Wh le this "once over lightly"job description is

an essential step in the proceSs it should not be
considered an adequate definition of what.the Volun-

teer will do. Unfortunately,- if the vast majority,

of 104s can be taken as a fair indication, this is

the extents of job-related description which is

normally produced.



A sample job description is included in this
section.

Step 3. -- TASK ANALYSIS_: A job descript on, while essential,
is still not an adequate representation of what
a Volunteer in the field will actually. do. It

s mply does not provide enough data upon which to
base deciaions on the Program's viability, the
skills required, the length and Content of train--
ing, .the necessary Support inputs, etc. Nor does
it really provide sufficient information for a
prospective trainee to make a legitimate decision
about his participation in the program.

Task analysis-, which is thejlext step in the process,
is the essentil lynchpin and forms the basis for
virtually all subsequent decisions. In essence, a
task analysis includes every conceivable task.that
a Volunteer in the program might perforM whether
it be cross-cultural, self-developmental, technical,
or linguistic. While it is possibleindeed :probable--
that the Volunteers will neither be trained to nor
actually perforia all these tasks, it is:essential to
determine what they are so that legitimate decisions
can.be taken_about what should,and should not be
included. Further, this data is essential to make
an accurate'determination aS, to whether:

1). the program is in fact consistent with
Peace Corps and host country gols;

2 it'is reasOnable to assume that Volunteers
:with the prerequisite skills can be recrui-
ted, placed and trained to perform the-job;

the necessary fiscal, material and attitudinal
preconditions for performance of the jdb,
actually exist;

what the content of training should be and
what the criteria for qualification should
minimally consist of;
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5) certain administrative logistic, material,
or in-service training support will ,be
required;

6) what_the basis for program evaluation will
consist of.

The task analysis, in final form, is the key hypothesis upon
which a Peace Corps program should be based, implemented, and

tested.

What is a "task"? A task is a set of loyLcally related-steps

or actions resulting in an end product.

1) repairing a.tire
2) inseminating a cow
3) writing a soeeeh
4) designing a survey
5) solving a problem

Examples might include:

The essential characteristics oi tasks are:

1) each of the examples involves two or
more steps;

in all cases there is an observable
action or end preduct: a repaired
tire; an inseminated (and hopefully'
pregnant) Cow; a speech; a,survey; a
solved problem.

in most, but not all cases, the.activi-
ties leading to the end product can also
be observed. In those 'cases where they arp
not directly observable, they can be elici-

ted by asking an individual what he is
doing or did to achieve the end result.

4) it would be possible for both the doer
and the Observer to agree whether or -

not the task had been done.

1 1



The _ollowing exa ples meet these criteria for. asks:

The Volunteer:

1) determines from farmers what they perceive heir

needs- to be;

'2) solves per'Sonal problems systematically, identi-
fying all physical and cultural factors related
to that problem;

establishes goalS:'consistent with hio own needs and
thbse of his ,colleagues and clients;

4) determines-those areas of language in which he is

deficient- and designs an approach to systematically
analyze thoSe areas -and develops learning activities

to develop his proficiency.

The following examples do not' eet the:criteria for tasks:

1) is supervised by a host country national and lives
in housing comparable to that'of his counterpart;

2) is expected to demonstrate empathy for the local

culture;

knows the rules governing purchase of material

4) is placed singly in a district headquarters
assigned to'the, office cf the Fisheries Depa-

ment;

5) must be flexible in order to adapt;

6) will be working with a supervisor who has a

B. Ed degree and in a situation with .only,_

four hours of structured Class time every
week.





Number one is.primarily a statement of the conditions under

which a'Volunteer in the prOgram will work. It does not

state what he will actuallY do: -If you-think for a moment

of what types'of activities might be involved, you'll probably

agree,that there are .several.

Number two describes an attitude we-would like Volunteers to-

have. In many cultures it is difficult for volunteers to

simply:sustain empathy:. On the:other hand, if we identify

the tasks that-are involved, and subsequently train VolUnteers,

to, a level of:competence,- we.enhance the probability that they

actUally will demonstrate the attitude.

Number-three's inoperative word is "knows." Think of the

various types of activities that.might be used'as-evidence

oeknowledge. It might mean something a's simple as stating

or listing the rules. Or, it might'involve Using the ruleS

correctly. In- short, the use'of the work "know" is imprecise

in:suggesting -n dbservable action.

'Like nuMber one, number four merely states the Conditions under

which tasks will be performed. Useful--but inadequate--informa-
k

tion does not comprise a task.

NuMber five s: "flexibility is, ,like."empathy" a desireable

,attitude oLgroup,of attitudes. 4 does'not suggest what a

1Voltnteer does to either demonstrate-=or

Number ten merely/uggest condition of performance, not perfor-

mance itself.

A sample task analysis in inCluded in this sec-ion. It is by,

,
-no means a perfect.one but- it does consist :of tasks which

meet the above'criteria.',

-It should be noted that:

1) the taSks are divided into _-e hnical, cross cultural

and language tasks;

_2) _the.technical tasks_arie in turn ntoib-divided

groups of related tasks;

some of the tasks involvejJrimarily physical.
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(psychomotor) activity; some were.primarily. concerned
with intellectual skills (cognitive);-and some involved
attitudes (affective).

.

4) -There are many more teChnical tasks than cross
cultural pr languag9-tasks. This is not a reflection
of their importance but rather.suggests-that some
task are relatively aimple to perform and-to learn to
perform while others are pOphisticated and difficult.

5). As nOl'ed above:this sample-is by no means complete.
For-instance we,know that Volunteers are more auccess
ful when they lave the capacity to.develop their skills
(technical, -langdage and-cross cultural) throughout
their service. Also successful Volunteers often identify.
'an appropriate role for themselves in their communities.
A more complete task analysis-would probably include
tasks that relateHto these;

iddition to a sample task analysis, suggestions for how to'
)are:a task analysis are also included in:this session.

Ls very important and useful to continually involve the host
Icy .in this process. This involvement will promote a mutual
eption of what the vOlunteers.in%the field will actually:do.
All also aid in reaching a mutual decision on the types of
Lis which are,required for the program and-whether generalists
be.trained to perform at.this level. Last, it-forms a:basis
mutuallY deciding whether'the preconditions exist 'for perform-
the tasks specified,

task analysis is the.criti al element in the programtraining
!ess. ft should:be u,'ed in the following-ways:

l) to determine whether the actual job -(tasks delineated)
remains faithful to thel3rogram goals and initial job
deacription;

2) to determine what entry skill level is required of
invitee's to the prOgram;

14



t6 extrapolate.thefiscal, material and attitudinal
-preconditions necessary for performance.of the job;

4)- as the basis for:terminal training.dbjectives and
minimal qualifying_criteria:

5 as the critical data to beused In evaluating both the
effectiveness,of the program and of training.

- SKILL SCREEN: The task analysis provides the essential
information on what the Volunteer in'the program will
actually do. As discussed, it should include technical,
cross-cultural, language-and self-development tasks.
The next determination is what skills are required of
an individual which, combined with training, will
enabJ e him to 'perform those tasks.

Step 4.

Most ofteth'e procedures is to identify the general
-technical a%ea andAreview the skill code directory
for ".available" categories, those which-seem
to contain individuals with the.se technical skills.
This approach has two shortcomings:

1) skill codes and their title definitions often,
-are misleading in terms of what an individual
with that title can actually do. This problem
is-sometimes compounded by the field's limited
knowledge of what a title means (e.g.,'requests
for veterinaiians when animal husbandry is the
focus of the'proqram.) -

2) in virtually every.instanoe, technical skills
are in_short supply which heightens the
probability of Significantshortfalls.

An approach which might prove more useful involves
beginning with the question: "Can a generalist.be
trained to perform these tasks"? To answer this
,question:

'1) Review prior training efforts in the same
similar program areas: what objectives

13



were set; what trainee entry levels were;
what success igas achieved in meeting objec-
tives. Obtain information from your country,,
other countries.

With the assistance oftrainers Volunteers,
and any other knowledgeable resources,-
determine the approximate time levels neces-
sary,to train a 0-level trainee to proficiency
in the tasks specified.

if the re6U1ts of these investigations suggest that
generalists can be trained, the-wisest.course would
be tO 'request-generalists or other surplus skills or,

. if in-field support'is.considered a necessary supple-7_
.ment to training, requeSt a mix of skilled and
.generalist trainees.

If investigation result in the determination that
background skill is regnired; attempt to determine
(uSing a process similar-to that: described above),
what the minimal background skill. is.

-The next step is'to determine the availability of
the skill requested. While.there is some variation
'from matrix to matrix, it shOuld be.possible to
obtain relatively reliable projections forthe skill
or;skills that appear necessary.

If project-ions-indicate that the program caribe filled--
programming can proceed to the next-step. if projec-
tions indicatea. significant shortfall, a decision
must be taken which would involve some of the following
options:

a) cancellation of the program
b) postponement until such time that skills are

available
) eliminatiOn of those tasks which require.

unavailable skills so that a,lower
available skill component can be

-utilized. This decision should-be made
only when;



the rema ning tasks comprise viable

program

2. the redefined program is acceptable

o the host agenCy.

Why go through tklis process rather than simoly'

attempting to identifl; the skills that seem"

right:

'First, by basing skill requests on a task

analysis and an estithate,of training

efficacy, the -possibility..of filling

prograths and reducing shortfalls is

increased.

Second, the possibility -of recruiting-and

placing.Volunteers in programs for which

they are over-qualified is Significantly

reduced.-

Third, the opportunity for "surplus",skill

pplicants to benefit from the Peace Corps

eZperience is increased, that\is the bai'e

of,those who.eanpotentially help achieve

the three gOals of the .Peace Corps is .

broadened.. Experience suggestS that proper_

task analyses often indicates the need for a

lower-or les8 speciali4ed,technical Skill,

level.than was thoUght necessarY1 at the time

of original program.conception. It may also

indicate a need for stronger,inter-personal,

selfevaluative and self .directiVe skills.
,

If so, the task:analysis can 1:)e a:powerfu

tool for obtaining host recognition of th

value:of appropriately,selected and train

generalistS.': This:is especially true if,

thehost agency, has been an integral part

of the,programdevelopment, and understands

and concurs.in the task.:analysis. :It is.

clearly as much in error -to,place a Volunteer'

who is over qualified aSit is one Who is

unqualified:-
Higher skills And new direction

Volunteers' will)iot compensate for weaknesses

in .programming,
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PRECONDITIONS SCREEN: For virtually every Volunteer
program there are certain essential preconditions,
without which the Volunteers face.serious obstacles
to making an, effective and useful contribution. St-me

of these are blantantly obvious others are fairly
subtle. As obvious as some may be, they are often
overlooked--with less than happy consequences for
the Volunteers. One illustrative example ii a well-
drilling program which was recruited and trained tcv
work in north India. Only one small precondition
was ovelooked: there were no,drilling rigs available.
They finally arrived after about one year and the
termination of half the group. While this is a fairly
dramatic example, it is not an isolated,bne.

The task analysis provides a useful tx:,o1 for both
, determining what precondibions are essential and
whether they are present. For each task identified,
it should be possible to extrapolate what is Fequired
for the performance of that task. In doing such-an
extrapolation, it is useful to think in terms of
certain categories:

1. Fiscal Pre onditions.: .ertain programs require
financing. For example, if Volunteers are
expected to perform tasks in a food for work
program, ora land development project, or in

crop production, or a pilot educational program,
etc.,there\are likely to be fiscal inputs which,
if unavailable, will make perfermance of those
tasks difficult or imPossible.

2. Material Preconditions: By the same token, some
projec s involve tasks that reqUire material inputs.
Crop p oduction programs require_adequate supplies
and delivery systems for geed, fertilizers, plant
protection chemicals, etc. Public works programs
require machinery and supplies'. tducational
programs may well reqUire classroom facilities,
books, equipment and the like.

P-rsonnel Preconditions,: a program involves

1 8



tasks geared to train a,counterpart, tnen an
essential p econdition is either a PersOn in .

place or a financial provision for hiringone.
Some-programs require,an infrastructure of
personnel'in place if taskg are to be mplemen-
ted.

,

Attitudinal Preconditions: Last and in some
q_ses the most important preconditions, are

those whicinvolve attitudes. While programs
often are designed to have an effect on promoti g
of positive.attitudes towards some aspect of a
development effort, there must be at least a basi
attitude to work with. One exampde would be an
agriculture program that is.involved with high-
yielding crops. In, virtually eVery instance
these require a positive attitude toward commercial
agriculture as1 opposed to subsistence agriculture.
other-types of programs-particularly those
designed' at higher levels in the government--maY
reflect what governmeneplanners perceive ,as needs
but ignore what the people affected perceive as
needs.-rr If this is not,considered and investigated'
carefully there is a risk that Volunteers will face
the,frustration of.working in a project for which
the clients' attitudinal set is negative, or at
best neutral.

An' example of a precondit.ons screen checklist is
included in this section. Operationally, the firlt
step is to compile the checklist. The second step
is to investigate the presence'or absence of these
yreconditions 'at a number of sites that will provide
a statistically reliable sample.

It is possible that the completion of the preconditions
checkligtwill suggest that some of the tasks mentioned

ard not feasible,. In some instances the precoditions'
necessary will be promised,'i.e., they ie anticipated
prior ,to placemerAL of Volunteers in the field. A
judgement must be made at this times as to the reliabili

of this promise. In other cases the preconditions will

17



be obviously u_availablaboth at present and in,the
foreseeable future. Those, tasks which depend on .

these preconditions will have tb be ,eliminated from-
the job.- At this -point an imPortant judg64ment
must be made. After elimination of these tasks does
a job remain that is viable, i.e., is it consistent
with the original 1,rogram gpals; does it offer an
opporturulty for a- useful contribution to the-host
country.; is it-reasonable to assuMe that it will.
provide a satisfying experience for the Volunteers
involved.. In virtually Are!ty-instance this -decision

should be taken in concert with the requesting host
government y. The major options.aVaiiable'are

probably:

cane 1 the pr

postone the, program. until .the essential
preconditions are present, or can reasonably
,.be expected

identilty additional tasks in a:related-or
different area that ceuld be included so
'that the total job meets overall gIceIs,

viability, potential volunteer. satisfaction.
Inorporate these in the.program and again-

cheek pregram. in 'terMs of skill screen and

precondition screen.

proceed with the, original program minus those

tasks for which preconditions are absent on

the,assutption that:

t sti.11 is viable and/o

necessary preconditions will become
available prior to arrival of the

Volunteers.

The prograffiming documentation (104) should be prepared

and-submitted only atter the completion of the above-

steps. Ideally, it should include a description of

each step and decision taken along with a statement

2 0



1), prograM goals. and their rela_ionship to
1Peace'-corps and host country :goals,

finaljob descripLion

inal task analysis

a.rationa e :he sk ;11,s requested

a'verificatioo.that all esscntial
preconclit;ons..have been cheaked

Step 6 -- TASK DETATT4NL: Once it hasbeen oetermined that
and oreconditions are available, the

nextstep is to detail the tasks Iisted. This is
the'last stage prior t6 the ons(,'t of the -training

-proceSs,.- As :iiscussed above, the definiv.ien of
a 'taak is a. series of logically ,related activities,
that lead, to an cbser able,action or product: Detail-
ing of tasks involves listind those steps in per-formanc
of a''-taak which, are necessary to its completion. The

use of these is to assist a, training staff to define
what is fl,e(7.-.1e_ssary ifa-Volunteer is-to successfully,
perform a task-.

With psychomotor ,tasks the bestway to prepare
task detail listista.observe Someone performing
that task and t(xnotc. down each of the steris involvQ
With 'cognitive and affective tasks, you attempt to
elicit from a,source what. process he went-through to
reach.tha end product-or state.

A sampe task 'detail is included in this sectioh:,

teps 7YEhrough lb constitute the main elements of the training
'-'portion of this:system. .8aeh of these stepsbriefly dise-Aissed

here, is presented in more depth in the M&L,Tiodology section
of-theseguidelines.

Step 7. -- TRAINING OBJECTIVES are derived from the task analysis

and. taekdetailing. They-tell the trainer what . it

means_to,be a Volunteer in a,particUler job and

country, it givep him criteria for dete mihihg what_
.
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it means to him. They enhance the chances for

success, provide_a set of documentS that state wh

was attempted which in turn provides a basis for,
determining what went right or wrong.

Behavioral Objectives developed.in isolation from

:task analysis- anc1 the rpst of the system may have

z negative.effect. Tf a. task analysishas not-

been dond, the.trainere must make every.effort to

develop one themselves.

PREEVALiaTION (or pre-assessment): While this step

'can be initiated during the.,inVitation process or

.staging, it must.in reality occur seriously with the

,arrival of the trainees. It is designed.to verify

assumptions about requisite entry It should

also refine the trainer's knowledge of the trainees'

skills in relation to the program objectives and

yrovide informaticin on their interestz and attitudes.

It may require either-the modification of:the

-program objectives or the ways in which they are to

e achieved.

IZARNING_ACTIVITIEB: This is the heart of the

trainingprocesS. It involves what the traineesf,

and trainers'do in order to achieve the objectiVeS

set for the program. Learning aCtivities,should-
incorporate the use of five teaching-learning

principles.

1) Perceived Pur ose Teans providing the trainee

with specific information that will allow him

to determine the worths'of a learning activity.

ApplE2ESLatnj,ss means provision of

opportunities for the trainee to perform

in a fashion consistent with the.objctive.

Few trainees will achieve an Objective

without this. If the objective is driving

a tractor, a trainee should have an oppor-

tunity to drive one and not just be the

victim of classroom lectures.



Knowled e of results means provision of
opportunities for the trainees to'determlne
the adequacy of their-own responses shortly
after-making them.

Graduated Sequence means beginning with
something easy and then_moving on to some-
thing more difficult or from the fam liar
to the difficUlt.

Individual Dif erentiation meánsmodification
of objectives or means of instruction in
response to the special needs or talents
individual trainees.

Step -- POST'TRAINING EVALUATION: At the end of training
it isessential to determine what percentage of
trainees met what percentage of objectives. This

indicates (1) what changes should be made in.
subsequent training programs (2) what can reasonably
be expected of Volunteers in the field during the,
initial months, and (3) what in-service traihing will
probably be required.

Step 11. - FIELD EVALUATION: Fie\ ld (Progra Evaluation serves

two major purposes:

It validates the judgement of a training staff

on their _success of promoting the tra,ining

objectives;

It enabl-s fiela staff to evaluate the'

accuracy of their decisionS at each Stage

,in the process:

y is the operational program consistent
with the initial goals of the project?

b is the.job description accurate?

are Volunteers-actually performing'the
tasks hypothesized in the task analysis?

d) was the judgement,on skills accurate.
Are'yolunteers underqualified or

2
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ove qualified?

are the necessary preconditions'present?
were they correctly identified?

Field evaluatidn should be an ongoing process. It

not only helps to identify judgemental errors, but
./should indicate corrective measures which will help

/ifolunteers to make a.successful and satisfying contri-
bution., In the latter stages; as a decision is taken

on replacement programs, the field evaluation will
provide data on whether to replace the Volunteers

or not as well as indicate the types of modifications

, in goals, job descriptions and tasks that are required

to meet needs at that point in time.

,The completion of.step 11 leads back to the beginning

.of the program-training-evaluation process.

If this-procdss has been ca efully documented in'

----detail, we have-a record to review and upon which to

base subsequent programming and training decisions .

moreover it is .a -record that can be used by new
Personnel, i.e., it'is a "memory system" which lives

beyond the tour of an individual staff member. Most

important, it permits continual .improvement based on,

rational evaluation of data collected in a systematic

way. It establishes a set of program and fraining
hypotheses which can .be tested, verified or negated,

and revised. This is the basis on which-better,
programming and training can be built.-

The systematic approach.described above is, at best,

an outline. It provides a set of guidelines which

must be expanded, elaborated, and adapted to each

country's needs through experience and analysis.

Hopefully, it-does offer.a step towards more
systematic programming and training .

le most trainers ar not primarily responsible
all ,steps of this Process their ability to

effect relevant training that adequately prepare
Volunteer& for their jobs depends to.a great

extent on the degree-to which they have a working,

knowledge of the larger program-training process.
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The program-training-evaluation process described
here should prove a useful-tool for helping.to
improve'the quality of programs and to sustain
continual ongoing improvement. It is not a panacea.
It only points at the data which should be colleCted
and the- types 6T decisionsthat are:important.
There are a'nuMber. of Skills required to implement
elements in the ProceSs.. These require-practice--
Preferably under the guidance of someone who can.,
provide knowledge of results. Analysis and evaluation
of data and the resultant'decisions still, in the
last analysisp depend on,the quality of staff and
their ability to make aCourate and responsiblejudge-
ments; the types of judgements that will ensure the
qualitative 'growth of the_Peace Corps in a way that
is consistent with the three 'goals,established in
the Peace Corps Act.
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METHODOLOGY"

A Syste ic Approach to Training

aditionally many Peace Corps persons have considered
/Stem" a dirty word and antithetical to the job of dealing

jiuman beings. In view of much of Peace Corps experience
:11'1:program and training systems, knee-jerk Yeactions to the
jative connotations of the wOrd are understandable. All too
:en the systemwhich. Was being_promoted was not Peace Corps-
Lented, that.-is,, it had ,been *been,developed and adapted by
lividnaIs with .a good grounding in and-responsibility
: actual programming.and traihing in the field.

course system at least in theory, need not be mechanistic
: limit creativity. Einstein-wasa very creative indi-
Nal but he did-not operate without a grounding,in physics.)
vtead it should:

1. facilitate finding intelligent answers to questions
rather than providing answers;

2. provide a common lar uage which permits efficient
_communication among staff members and trainees which,
in turn facilitates cooperation and mutual support;

identify essential stepS in the training planning-.
implementation process and-suggests.means and skills
to be applied in accomplishing the steps;

4. relate the training process to the la ger_program-
training system.

'5 facilitate a clear_presentation of training objectives;
and by:extrapolation,..an accurate picture of the
Volunteer Job.- This is essential both in terms:of, the
-trainees', understanding f w is expected of them in
training and in terms of their eaching a decision'

.,.

concerning their commitment two years service in a.
Volunteer' job.

6. provide a means of analyzing-and evaluating: _-going
training activities -and, based on this, A means of
taking corrective measurcc
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7. produce a meaningful reco d of the training program,
what it attempted, how it was conducted, suecesles
and failures and the reasons for each, and.recommen-
dations for future programs.

The systematic approach to training presented' o this section,
and used as the overall organizational framework for these
Peace Corps training Guidelines, has, in application, been
successful in fulfilling these functions. This Peace Corps-
oriented system is an adaptation of work done by James W. Popham
and Eva I. Baker at the University of ,California at Los Angeles,
and by Magers and others with vocational training.

Unlike most systems or approaches which have been promoted
for Peace Corps use in the past, this system was not adapted
or developed by an outside specialist, a desk-bound-paper-
pushing Washington bureaucrat,=or any other individual
operating at some distance form the real action. Instead, it
was developed by field personnel with actual day-to-day involve-
ment in the planning and implementation of Peace Corps programs.
In fact, the original impetuous and development of a Peace Corps
Programs in widely diverse countrieS.

This training system eo tains five major elements. These are:

1. Task Analysis
2. Training Objectives
3. Pre-Evalbation
4. Learning Activities
5. Post-Evaluation

'Each of these is-discussed separately in the following
sequential arranged pages of this zeotion. The essential ,

'principles of these five major element's are included in

the graphic representations of the system on the next page.

26
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Task ,Analysis
r9sential Prerequisite for Training

METHODOLOGY

A task analysis (including task detailing) shoUld be a clear
and precise specification of what the Volunteer will do. A

task is a complete job element that involves a set of logically
related actions. In a vocational training program this would
refer exclusively to a technical job. In Peace Corps training
the tasks include not only technical, but language and.cross
cultural tasks as well. A task analysis should include a list
of all conceivable tasks that a Volunteer will do. The list
should be derived from volunteers or host country personnel
already doing that job; host country supervisory personnel;

and responsible Peace Corps staff.

The task analysis is an essential prerequisite to good training
and the primary point at which the program and training processes

are integrated. While the preparation of a task analysis is
primarily a programming function, it is important for a trainer

to understand the nature of, and loe'able to recognize, a good

one. In fact, a trainer must be ready-to prepare a task analysis

himself if, as is often the case, a clear', precise one is not

made available to him. Unfortunately, the problem with a trainer
doing a task analysis is that he normally becomes involved late

in the program-training process. This means the process is

very probably already skewed by the lack at an earlier stage,
of a clear and precise definition of what the Volunteer will do.

As a base on which to build relevant training, the overriding

importance of a good task-analysis cannot be overstated. The

following examples from various stages of the training process

illustrate this:

I. A task analysis is the only rational basis for project

revIeW and approval. In fact, no project proposal
should be approved unless those who are responsible

for the review process understand from the program

document exactly what the Volunteers in the project

will do.
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A task analysis is the primary means of affecting
intelligent selection and placement of candidates.
A clear.understanding of what the Volunteer will
do is essential to the Placement Officer:S ability
to match candidates:with the appropriate skills.

4. The task analysis is the heart of the insert, i.e.,
the program description which accompanies all
invitations sent to the selection applicants. As

such it is the basis for an intelligent decisions _on
the part of the inVitee. The degree to which the
insert clearly and precisely States what the invitee
is expected to do as a volunteer (as well as what train-
ing will do to help him gain the required .skills)
directly effects his understanding.of--the job-and the
,number and type of misconceptions and_pre-conceived
flotions he brings to training. In turn,-this directly
.effects attitude ardmotivation..

-
As discussed in the next section the task analysis is
the starting point to preparing training objectives.

6. The taak analysis is a primary tool for evaluatiOn
of the program in the field.

more:On task analysis can be found in "Program-Training Process"

in the Introduction section Of these Guidelines.. .This section
includes suggestions .on how to go about preparin% a task analysis

aswell as a sa_ -1e job description, task analysis and task

detailing.
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I- 4:06c L. Ian uuluCtitles

INTRODUCTION
:

Preparing a Task Analysis

Suppose you-are faced With the problem of a car that won't run
properly. would you start selecting tools at random and doing
whatever comes to mind? Would you use the sametool.on every
part of the car? Or would you first analyze the problem, deCide
the reSult you wish to obtain, select and use the tools that are
most suitable to attaining that result and then check to see
that it has actually been accomplished.

In programming-and training Volunteers you will face a good many
analogous problems. Too often we approach this work much in the
way that is suggested in the first method; that is we pick up
the first available tool and start whaling away. It shouldn't
come as a:surprise that the results are often less than
satisfying.

A systematic approach to programming-training-evaluation is
analogous to the second procedure mentioned. It involves
detailed specifications Of the desired result,'development
of an instrument by which success can be measured, development
of procedures to achieve that result,' and ways to continually
ensure improvement.

Several steps are involved in this systematic approach.
you should be familiar with the overall approach, it doesn't
differ s.ignificantly from-app'roaching any problem systemati-
cally. The toolS differ, but the procedure is virtually the
same.

The three, phases of _he process, are:

1) Determine and describe what we want to achieve;
2) Do what is necessary to achieve the desired

result, and;
3) Evaluate the result to determine whether we

succeeded in doing what We set out to do.

.In developing Instructiln this pa' s

1) Deriving and des- ibing objectives in a meaningful form;
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Developing lessons, activities and materials designed to

meet these objectiveS,_and trying them, and;

3) .Determining,how well the 'objectives were achieved and

making any necessary modifications and improvements.

hatever the subject matter, the goalcbf instruct on is to develop

urselves or others to the point where we or they are:

1) Capable of performing satisfactorily in the job desc ibed;

2) Capable of improving skill through further practice.

ask analysis is directly related to thefarst goal. To prepare

omeoneto perform a job, ,We must know'what the,job consists of,

hat one needs to-do to perform each of the..tasks,.and how

requently each of these tasks,is_perfOrmed Once.we have this

asic information we can design an approach which is performance

riented rather than subject'oriented'. The,Strategy is to Use

hejob as the basis for deciding what will be taught and In

hat 'order and-depth, rather Vlan to simply present as rructC

ubject matter as possible in a given.-time.

et us suppOse that you are given responsibility for programming

nd training an agricultnre program for Volunteers The usual

pproach is 4-c, take an old 104, and American voc. ed. syllabus

mid present the materials called for,. This might well involve

.xtensive tFaining ip subject matter concerned.with American

!rops,.-machinery, and the use of fairly sophistidated agricul-

ural supplies. Much of.this will probably be just plain-ir-

-elevant to the needs of a potential Volunteer in a developing

Lati_on. If, on the other hand, we analyze the job of the

rolunteer, we will soon be able to identify the knowldge and

;kills which are essential for'him to perform sati3fac:ori1y

ind to continue to develop his skills. This should r wide the

)asis of performance oriented instruction.

E. Job- Description. The first step in developing a task analysis

Ls .a "job description". This is the:frame or outline. from -which we
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work. A job description is a general statement about what

a person on the job does, and tells something about the
conditiens under which he does:them. It is-not a description

of what he knows. Usually:. such a description is short, not

more.than a few'paragraphS The folloWing criteria described

a job description:

1) It tells what a person does;
2) It describes any special or-unusual c nditionS

under which he does his- job;

3) It includes all areas of performanc

te -nical cross-cultural and langua-e

4) It is short.

An exa ,le of 'a simple job-description is as follows:

Vocation: Aadio and Television Serviceman.

He may be requi _d to install, maintain_and service

amplitude and freqUency modulated home and auto

receivers, transistorized radios, black and white

and color television, .high fidelity amprifiees and

tape recorders. He must be able to,read circut

diagrams and codes of values to, select component

substitutes.

His job requires meeting the public both in his shop and on

service'calls, He may be required to drive a car or truck.

He must be able to work at heights" 'He should be able to-

maintain business records -and inventory.

A job descrip ion sketches the outlines of high spots of the job,

but it is not adequate as a basis of instruction it isn't

sufficiently specific. It does; however, provide a guide for the

next step, task analysis.

TaslyAnal_sis

A job invariably includes a number of tasks. A task is a set,

of logically related actions requi. ed for Completion of a job

objeCtive.- It is a cOmplete job element.
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n example of 'a partial task'analysis for a service s-
ttendent would probably include the following tasks:

1) Cleans or replaces spark plugs
2) Adjusts and bleeds brakes
3) Replaces wheel cylinders
4) Inspects and flushes radiato s
5) Tests an ifreeze-

ion

his differs from "task de ailing" which is an analYsis of

ach of the steps involved in completing a task. To illustrate
his, look at the detail of the task "cleans or replaces

park plugs":

Noe plug location relative to the cylinder;

remove plug covers, leads
Remove all spark plugs
Identify the type of plugs

:4) Decide 'whether to clean, adjust and/or rePlace plugs

5) Adjust and clean plugs if appropriate
6) Reinsert plugs in engine
7) Connect -ignition wire to appropriate plugs

8) Check engine firing
9) Prepare .bill for $40-99

his information is far more specific than the basic task

nalysis and represents a later step in instructional

evelopment.

he_first step .in a task analysis is to-deriVe a list of ail

ossible tasks, in this process we are concerned with:

Basic Premise - that you have learned asJiluch as possible
about the subject matter area.-- This enables

you to ask intelligent and relevant questions

and to evaluatethe answers youreceive. It

also permits you to logically refine stat

ments that are not task and, given an
element of a task, relate it to the,actuai

task.
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B. Conte the job pf a Volunteer can be delineated
in terms of three areas:, cross-cultural,
technical and language. A job-description
should include these three and a complete
task analysis will include cross-cultural,
technical and language tasks. (It should
be nOted that these are seldom perfermed
separately or in isolation from tasks -in t e
other areas. They merely L-epiesent a con-
venient wag of describing tasks that ate
basically related.) within-each of these
three areas thereare task which are cogni iVE
tasks which are affective, and tasks which
are psychomotor'. Briefly, these can be -
defined as follows:

1) coglit:ve - this type of activity is
intellectual and includes skills like mem-
analysis, problemaolving etc

.
Examples of technical tasks which
primarily cognitive would include:

Y,

a) writ ng a pToposal for an- ecology proje(
b) Designing an agricultu al vocational

education -course;
Setting Up a schedule of recre ti-nal
activities
Compiling a swineor poultry ration
from locally available 'materials.

2 Affective affective activity is
concerned with things like valueS,
attitudes and beliefs. For the Volun-
teer, some affective tasks will he dealinc

constructively with his own attitudes and
values. He may also be conderned with
promoting changes of attitudes in people

with whom he workS. For example, promotii
an attitude on the part of a client or
counterpart which will ensure that he

uses a skill that the Volunteer has
trained him to pe::form.

3
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3) Psycho-motor- psychomotor activity _.-

volves the use of the skeletal, muscular and
voluntary nervous syStems. They are physical
activities,like swimming, running, using a
tool, driVing 'a dump truck, etc.

n summary, when constructing a task analysis for a Volunteer
ob, you should be certain that all technical tasks, all
ross-cultural tasks,,and all language tasks are included.
ithin each of these areas you should ensure that, you have
ncluded all tasks which are cognitive, all tasks which are
ffective, and all tasks which are psychomotor. Most important,
ach of them should be written in a way that will clearly indicate
Ae level in the domain that is required. This is essential
f training objectives are to be written at the level of
Dlunteer performance.

Ae next element of content is to rank-order tasks. A simple
:Theme for doing this is to determine what the importance of
ach task ishow'frequently each task must,be performed, and
Dld difficult each task is to learn.

importance you might employ =_.simple scale like:

1.= most important, critical
2 = moderately important
3 = marginal or unimport nt

D r frequency of i portance you might use terminology like:

1 = Daily, or more often
2 = Several times a week
3 = Weekly,
4 = MOnthly
= Occasionally

, .

6 = Seldom'

ifficulty of learning could be desCribed as:

0 = 1mpossible
1 = Extremely difficult
2 = Difficult
3 = Moderately difficult
4 = Easy.
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When you have rEinked _le Lask:,,, in terms of these three cri e ia,

it should'be relatively simple to rank-order hein in order of

total impo=_ance to training

C. TPc

3_

in 1--) -ucting a t sk analYS are:

Preparing an outline (job descriptiO11)
Identifying a source or sources
conduc ing an interview or interviews

4) Organizing the data
9) Validating the data

To discus,' these individually.-

1) Preparing an outline - using ,your information

about the job area and categorizing it in

terms of:

Technical Language' Cross Culture

Cognitive Cognitive Cognitive

Affective Affective Affective

Psyhomot or Psychomotor Psychomotor

Prepare an outline, along the- lines of a

skeletal job description. This outiine will
indicate the-areas-in Which you must identify

the tasks which cotprise each aspect of the

job.

'Identifying a source or source
there are three types of sources

entially

Someone doi g the actualjob
Someone who knows about the b; e.

supervisor
YourSelf.'

The best possible source is someone who is

actually doing the job. 'Aie knows better

than anyone Nse what he ac ually does.
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about the job, for example, supervisory
personnel. Be aware, however, that you
will get some information about what some-
one doing the job,ought to be doing,
rathv,.-01.7.an what he aofually. does. Workfil4

with' tiost agency personnel, you may 13ave

to eventually reconcile thesedifferencesq
With a well researched and organized task
analysis you at least have a useful tool
in conducting this type of negotiation.

The third, and least reliable source, is
yourself. Youwill have your own biases
about what the job should entail. Be7
cause we are Americans'out of our own
cultural water, it is likely.that these
biases might lead us fairly far astray.

In doing your task analysis you should

try.to identify Volunteers and/or'host_
country personnel who are .actually

doing the job In the abSence of such'

personnel, a supervisor is probably
next beat. As a general rule of thumb,

more than on6 source is preferable As
you will get more than one perspective
on the job. In many.instances ho
country sources will deal primarily with
technical tasks, though they may also

be able to provide some insight into
cross-cultural and language tasks that

are essential. 'Per the latter two types
of tasks, a Volunteer in the flolc),

even.if he isn't doing your
technical job, is prob4.,bly
source as he.is engaged
language and cross-culia tcl.As most

of the time.
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Conducting an interview - the conducting of
-an interview is a fairly specialized skill
and depends to some extent on your own
personality and that of the perSon you
interview. we would suggest a few guide-
lines that -may be of help':

a) Introduce.vourself and give lithe person
a chance to do likewise. Enjoy,any
social amen ties that seem appropriate.

Explain the purp0 e of yOur:interview,
that is that you are trying to
determine what he does (ifj.nterViewing
someone who actually performs a job
identical or similar to your!), or what
he thinks someone in your position does or
should do (if you are working with a
supervifory type). .The operative word if
DOES. While background information is
useful and interesting, it doesn't tell
you what the Volunteer will do. It
only indicates the conditions under
which he will do. it.. By the'same,token,
inf-ormation on- what the person 'knows,
or the Volunteer shotild know, doesn't
tell you What he will have to do. 'Stress
that you are trying to find-out. what
-someone in the job 'actually does. and

. has,to do.

Ask the person for a generaloutline
of what he does and his duties. Note
anything that doesn't appear in your
outline as well as things in your outline
that aren't mentioned by the source.

d) The job description should give you
some,majortask,areas. Take each ohe
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area. For example, you might receive
an initial answer like: "1 work with
teachers." This, obviously, is subject
to any number of interpretations. Your
goal is to eclicit a statement or set Of
statements that indicate.with relative
precision'what the person who works
with teachers actually does, stated in
a way that you, he, and anyone else who
reads the task analysis, wOuld share
a mutual understanding. You might ask:
"What do you do when you work with
teachers?" or "What does working with
teachers involve?" or "Can you explain

different things working with teachers
requires you to do?" or "Does that mean
you teach with them in the same classroom,

Or supervise their teaching or ...?"
What you are looking for are statements

like:

"1 help teachers to prOduce lesson plans,

by reviewing and critizing them and
making alternative suggestions."

"1 team teach with one teacher.

"1 do thYtime and attendance reports for
all the teachers in the school."

"1 design training programs for in-

service teachers and conduct and
evaluate them."

You 'should continue to try to refine
statements until you obtain'a statement

or set of statements for which further
elaboration would, essentially, involve

the set of steps involved in performing

that task.
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Reep in mihd that'mapy people whom you
dnterview will provide information in
a stream of consciouanesa-and,you will
have to organize this data.yourself.
One way to facilitate,this is to ,record

tasks on 3x5 'cards and grganize them in
accordance withpur outline ,scheme.
When,lhe sourCe has completed his

recitation of tasks, review each section
with him to determine whether he might

have,omitted something.

Next-, try to determine the level of

skill reqt4red. .In'the cognitive area;
thele are six different levels of in-

__creasing sophistication:

-Knowledge - essentially memory or recall,

Comprehension-- translatiort' interpretation
or.extrapolation from things memorized

lication applying a rule or set of
rules to a unique-situatiori(s).

Analysis - determining the parts of a

whole and their relationship to ona
another

Syntheis - creating a unique product

from previously, unrelated data,
information, materials, etc.

Evaluation - applying criteria to-deter ine

whether such e product meets them.

the Affective there are five levels:

Receiving
Responding
Valuing
Organization
Characterization

i'h) Next, qg over each of the tasks to

determine its importance, frequency

4 1
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anq diffi_ulty.9f learn ng. It is

.

important to,wait until .this stage as
this is the point when the sOurce has

-.produced all-the tasks.and his judgements
.on their relative importance;:frequency
and,diffiCultY will be far more accurate.

Organizing the-data - your outline has al-
ready produced the first organizational tool.
You should have groups of tasks in each of
the three basic areas which vou can identify

as cognitive, affective and psychomotor.
The second step would be to determine over-

lapping tasks. FOr example, in-working
with farmers in extension work, several of

the steps in-the approach wOuld be ,similar -

only the content of-information wOuld differ.

The third step is to look for common
cognitive% Affective and psychomotor skills.
j
YOu may find, 'for example, that application

of a certain method is-cOmmon to many of
the-tasks;or that a good .many tasks involve

analysis -though a-Slightly different'

situations. All three of these criteria
provide potential ways of organizing the

tasks logically.

-5 The outcoMe of organiZation should'be a
comprehensive list of tasks presented in

logically coherent categories. Once this

list is compiled and rank-ordered in terms

of importance, frequency and difficulty,
you-would then discuss it with your source

or sources. They may sUggest changes in-the

ordering and/or the addition or deletion of

tasks. Once thiA process is completed, yOu

have a final task analysis for th job.

dO yOu use thetask analysis?
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-If- you are doing the task analysis in,o der'to des_gn a formal or
informal training program for students-, counterparts or'clients
you. would first attempt.to -assess how-many,,if any-, of the tasks
that individual ox individuala can perform. This might be done
in PRIST.for example. YOU would-also atteMpt to determine whether'
-they had the skills prerequisite to performing.those tasks (for
eXample, if you are trying to .train a heavy eqUipMent oPerator,
youyould want to .find out whether he can drive anything). .Next,
'you would .set objectives,-determine a sequence of training Units
and the:ways and means of meeting the objectives. Last; you
Would devise ways of determining whether the individual-had met
the objectiVes.

In this-way Your inatruction of Voluntee s will be,relevant to
the.job and willdevelop the skills that you or Others need to
perform it satisfactorilY as well as to'_,continue to improve those
skills.

1

Mager, Robert, Deve1op4g vocational Instruction, Palo-Alto,
Fearon Pess.
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INTRODUCTION

Sample

Volunteer-Job Description

Lusitania Cattle Develop ent

1. Dairy-Extension-Wo ker
2. volunteers in this program will be assigned to the

Lusitania Department of Animal Husbandry which is'responsible for

dairy development in the country. Overall responsibility fOr the

program lies with the-Joint Director! Intensive Dairy Development

program,- whose headquarters is in the District where the Volun-

teers mill-be assigned. In the District therelare four Regional

Artificial Insemination Centers, each of which, is directed by

a Veterinary Assistant Surgeon. The VAS will be the Volunteer's

supervisor. There are 25 Village Insemination'Centers attached

to each Regional Al Center. These are manned by Livestock Assis-

'tants. The Volunteer's clients will be composed of farmers

owning dairy cattle.

The core of the Volunteer's job will be in extension work with

farmers identified as innovatOrs and early adopters of scientific

dairy' management methods. The Volunteer will idtroduoe innovations

in breeding, 'feeding, management, disease prevention and cure

andmarketing of milkand miikproducts and will attempt to develop

both new technical.skills and a positive attitude tbWards their

adoption by client farmers. On occasion-the Volunteer may be

called on to collect semen from stud bulls, and to prepate

liquid .semen diluent, evaluate semen and perform inseminations.

tThe primary focus of the Volunteer's efforts wilr be the tranSfer

of.his skills to those of his LivestoOk Assistant Counterpart.-

This'will involve both systematic technical training - primarily

informal - and work with attitudes. The ultimate objective is

that the counterpart will possess the skills outlined in the

task analysis described below and will demonstrate a consistently

positive attitude toWards employing those skills.

Volunteers will be working Wlith zebu cattle which-are. primarily

draft animals. Imported Jersey stud bulls provide the genetic

material for cross-breeding for milk production. Liquid semen,
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Whidh is-less viable than frozen, is used. Its yiabilityr can

be negatively affected by the climate and 'the methods of

---prt3aiietibii: and Ciansportation. The equipment for coIledtiOn,

dilution end transport of semen_are considerably below US

tanderds as are the skills of those responsible for this

work. Feedstuffs are of-limited availability and quality,

,althoughthere is both the potential for production of improved'

fodders and concentrates. Necessary ihputs are available at a

subsidized,rate within the range-of most farmers. Management

of dairy stock is now relatively primitive and While there,is

possibility for'imprOvement, the potential for moderd management

fall far short of what ig possible in the US. Disease problems

are endemic in the area, however, virtually all necesSery

veterinary pharmaceuticals are available.. Diagnostic-skills of

some Department personnel are presently sub-standard. Markets

for milk and milk products are presently undevelbped and most

prOduation in the area is presently cOnsumed in the home,

-.some facilities for marketing do exist and investigations by

the National Dairy Research Institute suggest that cOnsiderable

,
expansion is possible. The most importantjimitations faced by

the_Volunteer are-cultural. Commercial production of milk has not

yet been-accepted by_the Majority of farmers who are primarily

-
Concerned with the draft qualities of their livestock. By the,

same token, the motivation of counterparts is negatively

effected by both this factor and by the low income which they

receive.
\

Last, English skills of counterparts and clients are

limitecL P r non-existent The Volunteer must perfo m his job

using Luitanian.
.
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INTRbDUCTION

VOLMTEER TASK ANALYSIS

Lusitania:Cattl_ Development

TECHNICAL ,

Extensi n -- V lunteer will:

A. Identify classes of adopters, innova o s,

early adopters, early majority, late
majority, lagards who own cattle.,

Determine the stage,of innovation indivi-

dual farmers have reached in acceptance

of improved breeding, feeding, management,

disease prevention and treatment, and pro-

duce marketing.

C. Select target farmers based on degree of 1

innovativeness and promote innovations in

a manner consistentwith the stage of inno-

vation reached.

01_

a);

E

(N.B. These tasks will be performed on the

-basis'of communication of innovation theory

adapted to farmer characteristics in Lusitan-

iaj

II. flEf_titLa.n_ -- Volunteer will:

Identify cows i- hoat and the state of heat.

Determine,proper time/times for insemination

Perform artificial inseminations using

liquid semen,-syringe and glass pipettes

sterlize pipettes)

4 6
47
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C011ect semen from trained

Using a microseOpe, evaluate se en for
motility, denbity, normality'.

.-=

Dilute semen using coconut milk diluent
citrate diluent.

Using a microscope, evaluate diluted
semen for motility, density,, normality.

Establish and use breeding records
including:

1) cowis ear bag number
2) stud bullsear tag number
-3) date of insemination

-4) 21-daY'follow-uP
5) 3 month pregnancy check
6) pre7Parturition check
.7) .calving date -
8) sex and-breed of Calf.
9)-progeny produCtion records

Use plastic,ear tags to identify
inseminated cows-and progency
calves:

1) Use ear punch
= 2) insert and fasten tag--

Follow-up insemination at 21 days
and determine whether c6w has
settled.

Determine pregnancy at _three monthS
'by rectalexam.:

Prior,to.parturition determine:-

1) healthof cow (disease nutrition
2)..potential parturition problems

4 7



-Identify, diagnose and treat sterility
problems:

1) caused by..nutritional deficience s 2

2)- caused by. disease

N. Assiat in delivery of calves' when
required as identified

Recommend.purebred sires for croSs
bred breeding heif6rs.

Feedin -- Volunteer :11:

A. Wean calves

B. Determine composition 'of eco-
nomical milk substitute's from
locallY-available commodities.

C. Calculate economic calf-
starter and growing rations
from locally-available commodities

Calculate economical rations
, using locally available com-
modities fox:

1) heifers
2) pregnant heifers/cows
3) milking stock (based on pro-

duction levels)
4) stud bulls

Advise farmers on cultivation of
lucerne, berseem, fodder maize
and sorghum, 'guinea grass, hybrid
napier and hemp. i

1) sel-ect appropriate crop in
terms of season, soil, water
sources, est-imated cost/return.
take soil samplZY

4 8
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recommend tillage practices.
4) interpret soil test results_.
5) recommend seed/fertilizer rates

and placement.
0:recommend timing/method of

irrigation.
7yassist farmers to obtain loans

for.inPuts.
8) assist farmers to obtain seed,

fertilizer, plant protectiEin
equipment and chemicals.

diagnose insect and disease
problems and recommend appro-
priate measures. (see attached
list for common pests and
diseases in Lusitania

10 recommend proper timing for
cutting fodder:

a) for feeding
b) for sileage

11) recommend and demonstrate proper
Method of pit sileage prepara-
tion.

F. Diagnose nutritional deficiencies
animals, and recommend correcti4b
measures..

G. Recommend proper quantities and

methOds of providing waterand
mineralized salt based on animal
weights and climatid conditions.

:17 .ManageMent -- Volunteer ill:

Using 10cal-materials design and
construct-eccinomical model cattle
sheeds and calf pens which:

1) i?rotect animals from environ-

ment
2) meet minimal sanitat on re-'

quirements

3

1

_2

_5_
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De ermine feasible timings/methods
for exercising liyestock.

C. Design and recommend methods of

improving sanitation.

Design, recommend and construct

model economical equipment using

locally available material a

1) feed troughs
2) water troughs
3) salt licks
4) milking stalls

Identify and recommend appropriate

bedding materjals.

Recommend efficient/sa ary com-

posting for manure.

G. Re ommend fly and tick controls

H. Dehorn calves

Castrate scr b bulls

Trim hooves

Disease Prevention Cont ol

Cure -- Volunteermill:

A. Vaccinate cattle f

.1) anthrax
2) bruceilois
3) bovine tuberculosia
4) rinderpest
5) hoof and mouth disease

(depending oh disease, Vac-..

cination will .be intramuscular

or subcutaneoUs. Vaccines:,

are obtained from veterinary

dispensary.)

5 0
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Set up and conduct worming pro-
grarIs for cross-bred calves.

pray cattle for,ticks, lice, fleas
and flies.

Diagnose-and treat.or recommend
culling,of diSeased liv.estock.
(see attached lists of disease'
and available recommended veteri-
nary pharmaceuticals)

Obtainveterinary pharMaceuti-
_cals from veterinary dispen-
saries.and/or local stockists
(see attached list)

Treat: cuts,- Sores; and wounds.

,Treat bloat (usingflong7bladed
knife

Marketing -- volunteer ill:

A. Recommend and demonstrate and
train-farmers in techniques
of sanitary milk collection
and storage.

TeSt milk:for butterfat,'= non-
fat solids and adulteration'.

C. Design and demonstrate use of
economical milk storage .facili-
tieb.

.Recommend and demonstrate
sterilization of milk, by boil-
ing.

-E. Train farmers to make bilk-
based productS (see attached
list)

32

Identify locally accessible
markets and assist farmers
to individually and collcz
tively negotiate contrzctz

51
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esign and t ain farmers td.'
-use a-simple--record of ex-
penditure apd

H. -Design/write ,i,ate. al =t6 pro-
'mote:use.of ,and

duets and arrange printin.-
nd/or,pub.!.icaion of these

materials.,
,

I

Skll -- Volunteer

A. Do t,isk analysi_s for jobrs of'
co nterparts and clients':

Establibh:Jea ning objectives
fOr counterpa ts and clients.

Accurately detH,1 .- skill .and

attitude lemels f cc-IPter

parts and'client

Design learnino activities which
promote the achvement of
established WI ltiVe6.

Design,and apr.,, .*terim xlci

1

pest-evaluation :i'', t

determine progres z;.,_. su cess\'

in achieving 'the c.tive\s set.
When necessary,-niodiimplfove:
objectivesand/or instruction.

F . Design and conduct field e al-
nation to determine-both rele-
vancy,of task analysis .and
training efficienoy.

CROSS-CULTURAIs c

proble_-__ solving Volunteer

will:
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Solve problems in terms _f

,himself, other people the

physical and cultural environ-

ments. Thisinvolves:

1) identifying needs and

values of others
-2) identify his-own needs

and values
) perceive the cultural

and physical environment-
-its potential and limi-

tations-- accurately,
.e. as perceived-by the

majority of-people liv-
ing in that environment.
Use a systematic,approach
-to problem solving.

Z.
-communication -- Volu teer will:

Setrealistio goals that are
cOn,istent with physical and
cultural environment.

Use a systematic :app

communication/skill
(see above).

_ach 'to

ansfer

Employ a communication pro-

ceSs that effectively accounts

for and is sensitive to both

what he transmits to other

transmit,to him-v rbally and

non-verbally.

Goal Setting --'volunte-- will:

A. Set realistic-goals :hat

satisfy his physical and
emotional needs and which are
consistent.with the physical

and cultural environment.
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LANGUAGE

Usage/Manipulation volunteer
Will, with increasing:

Master pronounciation such
that speech is intelligible
-to natiVe Speakers.

En age'in polite conversa-
tion on a-variety of subj-
ects including:

1) greetings and "openers".
2) living site/conditions,

family-:members, marital
status, etc.
offering and receiving,
drinks, smokes, chews,
etc.

4 weather, time, health,
food likes/dislikes,
colors, numbers,
job-related Subjects
such as:
a. breed/age/sex of

cattle'
b. physical`characteris-

tics of cattle
c. farm impements/equip

ment
d. major crop
e. cattle diseases and

treatment
6) "closings" and farewells

II. 'Elicitatio-.and skill devela
ment:.VOlunteer will

Elicit language data in-

cludin



sounds
2)-words, word roots word stem

and affixes
3) phrase and sent-nce struc -

ture

Using elicited/recorded data,
organize systematic and pro-
ductive language exercises using
a trained of untrained guide/
-informant and normal communica-
tion'experiences.

DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE

EXTREMELY 1

MDDERATELY =. 2

MARGINAL = 3

PR -UENCY OF P CE

DAILY = 1

DAILY TO WEEKDAY 2

WEEKLY TO MONTHLY = 3
OCCASIONALLY = 4
seLpom 5

EARNING DIFFICULTY

EXTREMELY
VERY
MODERATET.Y
EASY
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INTRODUCTION

SAMPLE

freconditions Check List.

Lusitania Cattle Development

TASK

A. Identify cows in heat
,and stage-of-heat

B. Determine proper
time/times for
inseminatjion

C. Perform artificial
insemyrations using
liqutd semen,
syringe, glass
pipettes

D. Collect se pn from
trained bulls

E. Using_microscope,
evaluate semen for
motility, density,
normality

Dilute semen using
coconut mlk or
sodium-citrate diluen

Preconditions

1. fertile cows

fertile cows

1. fer Ile cows
2. s d bulls(trained)
3. rtificia l vaginas
4. bull rack
5 microscope/slides
6. diluents
7. antibiotics
8. pH meter ----

9. colorimeter
10. autoclave
11. syringes
12. glass pipettes
13. transportation
14. thermos/ice
15. interested cattle

owners
16. protective gloves

see II.C. 2-4

see II.0 5

-10

Pres. Ab. Prornisec
fi
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Preconditions-Check Li

TASK

Using, a. microscope,
ey&ivate diluted
e en for motility,
denaity,'norMality.

Preconditions

, see II.C-. 5

EstabliSh and use
breeding_ records: 1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Use plastic ear
tagS_to,Jdeptify
inSeminated cows

Rrogeny claves see

58

stud bulk
identifications
ear tags
ear punches

t

printing-facilitie
farffiers trained to
record/report-data
interested cattle

owners

2-4,6

5 7
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METHODOLOG1

Training Objectiv s

Training Objectives are derived from the task analyses=and task
detailing. They tell the trainer what it peanS to be a Volun-
teer in a particular job and country, i.e.-, it gives the-
trainee criteria for-determining what it.means to him. They
enhance-the chances for successi provide a set of documents
that state what was attempted in training which in turn
provides a basis for determining what went right or wrong.

Program or terminal objectives generally derive from the
fask=analysis and_en-route-objectives-from detailing of tasks.
To be operationally useful in training objectives must be:

I. behaviorally_p_d_

Btiefly, a behavioral objective is a way of descrilping:
the Objectives of a traihing program in performance
terias, i.e., in terms of what the trainee must be able
to do at the end of training.

A .behavioral objective must be stated_clearly and precisely
so that anyone who reeds it'will know exactly What the.

- desired outcome of the training program is. By, ensuring

this precision, at the end of the training program, every-
one can easily agree on whethek or not the objectives pf
the program have been achieved.

The criter a. for a .Behavioral Objective re:

a) the trainee'should be the subject, i.e.,
it should read: =he trainee will (be able

"You will (be able)...

b, ) it should specify what the trainee will be
able to do at the,end of training;

it shoula include an observable measurable

action.

5 8
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III

affec ive o

svchomotor) and_ the_level within.the_domain:

Briefly - the domains and -the levels (or hierarchies

within the domains represent a classificationof
objectiVes whidh has proven markedly helpful in insuring

the accuracyof communication and in understanding the.

organization and interrelationship of the VariouS parts

of what the Volunteer must be able to do.

In.outline the three domains and levels or hierarchies

within the domains in this classification of Objectives_

are:

Co nitive

1. Knowledge
2. :ComprehenSion
3. Application
4. Analysis
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation

Affective

1.'Receiving
2. Responding
3. Valuing
4. -Organization

of a value
syStem

5. -(Maracteriza-
tion- by a
value complex

Psychomotor

1.- Perception
2. Set
3. Guided Respo -e
4.. Mechanism-
5. -COmplex Overt

ResponSe

(This refinement of the Domains isbased on the Taxonomy

Educe. 'anal Ob'ectives, Handbook I; Co'nitive Domain,
-ook II: Affective Domain by Benjamin S Bloom

and others, David McKay Company, New York.)

ai hful to the task on which it is based; - including any

Si leant conditions of performance.

Why Use avioral Ob ectivds?

ThOomain advantageof BEHAVIORAL'OBJECTIVES is their exactness.

in giving direction to a training cOurse. By knowing exactly

where you want to go, it is easier todetermine how to get

there.
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Clearness of goals alsopakes it easier for trainers to COMM.-

nicate among themselves and work cooperatively on a training

program, since each of the trainers can agree- on exactly what

outcome is desired,and can work to achieve it. Thus each

trainer can support the achievement of another trainer's

objective,-even while teaching his own.

Behavioral Objectives
areactionoriented and thu: ideal fo_

Peace CorpS training, vocational school teadhing, and in-service

job t

Behavioral objectives are 2,E_I_L-='20171! ented, since they focus-the,

trainer--on constantly trying-to improve the course .as,it goes

to_improve,the_tra.iniflg..,inputs frOm one course_o___

the next.

Behavioral Objectives ae responsibit z=217k_stall,. since th_-17

-encipurage both the trainer and the trainee to take the

responsibility for achieVing the objectives of the training.

hilly_22.11g2tLMff2JIET/.?

A program was designed with a nuMber.of tasks that . involved-

tractor oPeration. A major element.in tractor work, is

comprised of psychomotor task6. UnfortunatelY training was

largely classroom work involving intellectualcognitive-

exercises. Not-surprisingly fewof the,trainees could

operate a traCtor at the end of training.

in another program Volunteers were expeCted to work with

crop production. In training they'spent considerable

periods of time working in the fieldsliPlowing land,

planting seeds by hand, weeding, etc Their clasiroom

work involved memorizing the'package of practices for

each of the,10 major.props grown in'the area. When they

arrived in their assignments they' found that they were not

rquired to do any- physlcal work (despitqythe fact that a

major traininginput involved this type of psychomotor

activity) and that,while it Was useful to have memorized

seed and fertilizer rates, plant protection ,schedules and the

like,'what they really were:required to do was solveor help'

solve-relatively-complex problems, involving soil types,

seasons, .water sources, input.dosts an&market prices:. Had

both.the original task analysis and the training obj'ectives

reflected the appropriate dorliain and level,they would have

6 0



spent far les_ time with psychOmotor and low level cognitive

skills and far more time developing skills in problem-solving.

The three domains and their division into -.levels is Work

of educational psychologist who have invested a great 'deal of

time and effort:in the process of defining and t sting these

divisions. The most significantand for Peace Corps purposes,
the most relevant--work has been done with the cognitive and

affective domains.

The levels in'these domains describe a continuuM ofincreasingly
sophisticated activity. The .definitions are arbitrary and may

differ from those individuals are:accustomed to using. Nonethe-

less, once learned they offer an extremely useful tool
.

.

_

-Precisely.-identifying-the level of cognitive or affective=
behaior required of a:Volunteer inthe_ field. They can be- used

both in the task analysis:process, in establishing training
.65--iectives,-' and in sequencing learning.activities during the

cour e of training.

The C nitive
-

in: -There are six (C) levels in theegnitive

domailin These includ

Knowledge
Comprehension

--Application
4. Anarffnr,,,

5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation

Knowledge level objectives include memorization or recall. if'

you think of the mind as a file,'itis analagous.to pulling

the right information out of the,file. An example of a knowledge

objective would be:

The trainee will lis -the steps in the program-

training system.

Knowledge level objectives should sel-oM find their 1:.;ay into

Peace Corps training prograMs. It is extremely unusual for

6 1
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k7olunteers to perform tasks that simply require memory. Training

time can be used.far more efficiently by providing handouts which

contain this information rather'than attemptingto promote its

memorization. (A glance at Peace CoroS training reports will
suggest that the vast majority of objectives written for these

programs are knowledge objectives. Not surprisingly, both
training staff and trainees soon recognize the inherent absurdity

of these types of objectives.)

Comprehension level objectives require minimal manipulation of

learned information. Examples are putting something into your

own words; translating; extrapolating from given information;

etc. An example would be:

The --raine-- -ill define ompr hension" in

own words.

or:
Given.a paragraph of French from a newspaper
article, the trainee will: translate it into
English with 80% accuracy of tense and
yocabulary.

Application level objectives involve using learnedYrules,

steps or an,approach with neW data. An illustration would

be:

or:

-Using the pythagorean formula, the trainee will
calculate the.distance between 806 Connecticut

Avenue and the White House.

Given the criteria for identifying 4 teaching-
learning principle, the trainee :will select
.those examples which meet these criteria
from among a set which contains distractors.

Analysis level objeCtives require the trainee to break down

a whole into parts, identify the relationships between those

parts and the whole. An example:

After participating in an agriculture department

meeting, the trainee will: eorrectly-ideptify

the relationships Of the-participants,both in

t.erms of their formal and informal rolee.
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Synthesis objectives are analagous tp creating something unique,
whether it be a plan, a poem, a method of evaluating data, etc.
An example might be:

Given information on extension p inciples and the
cUltural-charactristics of host country housewives,
the trainee will design ap approach to proMote
adoption of water seal latrines in the community.

Evaluation level objectives require the Use of criteria--whether
developed by the indiv2dual or standardized--to determine the
worth or validity of a particular'product or action. An illus-
tration of an evaluation objective would be:

_

Given several approaches to solution of a problem
and necessary backgreund information, the trainee
will identify the best possible solution and state
the reasons for his choice.

Nfter briefly reviewing these levels- of Objectives, it should
be dlear-that Peace Corps telminal training objectives- should :
generally:be at the application, -analysis, synthesis and
evaluatien',1evels. MostiMportant.. Volunteer tasks require
these skills. They seldom require knowledge or comprehension.
By'using the tools Of the cognitive dorriain, trainers-can write
dbjectives which precisely identify the level of skill required.
By doing so, it is far more likely.thatthe trainees Will be
able to perform tasks at this level onee they_ reach thefield.

rhe Affective Domain. It is not sufficient that Volunteers be
able to.perform a task at the required.level. 'They should
also demonstrate a willingness/to do so,. By the same -token,
When Volunteers are involved in the.Skili transferlbrocess,
it is not enough to:merely .develop a skill. Their.counter-
part or client must value:that skill'sufficiently that he
will attempt to use it. the affective domain describe's
a continuum of behavior in the area of attitudes, beliefs'
and values. If we, in fact,ilwish to Tromote certain atti-
tudes among trainees, if we want them to 'do likewise With
::1-ients and counterparts, and-if we want theM to_make'-
eational decisions that involve theinterplay of beliefs
and values, then the affective domain is an invaluable
toel.,

6 3
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The levels in the affective doMain are:

Receiving
2: ReSponding
3. Valuing
4. Organization.
5. Characterization

The continuum represents a passage from neutral to positive,
passive to active, non-rational to rational. At the 3, 4,
and 5 levels, it-represents increasingly stable behavior in
terms of conceptualized and organized values.

Affective objectives, like cognitive objectives
in' behavioral terms. We,do, if you think about
attitudes and values of others by their actions.
thd Valuing level) would be:

can_ba_written
it, judge the
'An example (at

The trainee will deMonstrate commitment to
language learning by: 1) Spending spare ti e
with language staff speaking in the target,
language:.

2) choosing-to speak the target language even .
when it is possible to use English;

3) attempting to qonvince other trainees of,
the importance of learning the target language
and assisting them in their efforts.

'By stating specifically the type of attitudinal behavior the

staff feels important this information is clear to-the trainee .
and the staff has.a clear idea of what ,they are trying to pro-
mpte--and thus has .a better chance of succeeding in this effort.

Ob'ectives 'and the Oualification Process

Terminal training objectives, basdd on task analyses, and

meeting the criteria suggested above, can and Should be
Usedas. minimal qualifying standards. By stating these
objectiVes.at the beginning oftraining,, host.country
agency officials, Peace Corps country staff, trainers

and trainees,-all.haVe a clear and objective'Statement

6 4
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ponsibility, this can eliminate in large measure the
jectivity7-and resultant trainee anxietywhich often
ompanies the qualification process. (See section 5.1

lification).

Summary

we want a Volunteer to synthesize and evaluate, or-more
urately, if the task requires certain levels of skills,

wlll succeed only if we write objectives in thbse terms.
the same token, if we determine the successfulperformance
the task requires preference for a value or commitment to
alue br values, then.we can only succeed, if these are the
ective objectives We stated and design aCtivities to achieve.

avioral objectives developed in isolation from task analysis
..the rest of .the system may have a negative effect. If a

k. analysis has not been dbne then the trainers must -make

ry'effort ,to develop one themselves. All foo often.obje -

es are prepared in isolation acCording to a koiMula; e.g.,
jectiVes should contain an actiOn verb, be comPrehensive,

4-1-to few interpretations and--include the meanS for measurin4-

learher's success." This, normally resuIts/in objective's

tten at a low level of cognition e.g., the- trainees must

be .

able to list- the 1:)rts or a tractor or/bame the fifteen,

tes of Malaysia." -As objectives,,such regurgitation is not

ymonotonous hut ludicrous because-they/are not based on_,

tasks- a Volunteer must do. , TheSe are/almbst always-.of a

(her level. In fact application may'be. the lowest level a I

.unteer-has to deal with in the cognitive domain. Often

T are -expected to analYze, synthesiZe and evaluate..., 'In

ins 6k the affective domain, Volunteers must deal at the level

valuing and organizing a value system, e.g., they often deal

:h a conflict between their values and those of the host en-

7onment.

de there has been considerable int rest in writing behavi_ al

iectives in integrated terms, i,e., integrating technical

)ss cultural and language objectives, little' success has been

lieved. While this may in theory be a:good idea, it generally

not in practice because we need categories to pursue in:

reloping goals. To be operationally sucCessful, we need to

least begin with these traditional categories in writing

66
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goals which can be integrated later in te'rns of the actual

goals of learning activities. In fact, the same holds true
'for the domains. 'Few activities are purely cognitive, howeVer
thinking in terms of these domains'aids the program-training
process by providing a conceptual framework and check list.

Tbe following is an attempt to illustrate this conceptual,

and operationally useful, framework for developing

objectives.

v. Language
.0-H Technical ,Behavioral

W internal Process Objrectives

,Transaction
,

DOMAINS

"Internal process" and "transaction" have been,added to the

skill side as examples of the fact that_ "croas cultural" tasks

ma be the least well defined: These classification represent .

an attempt tr, definean area of behavior expected_of the Volun-

teer which ges beyond a limited; traditional or area studies

definition of cross cultural training. The traditional cross-

cultural training-track represents the area of oneof the mbre

useful applleations'Of.the three domains The-hierarchy of

the affective domain has proven to be an extremely useful tool

in defining Volunteer-tasks and training goals in an areA of

'behavior where expectations have been the most difficult -to

communicate. For instance, oni task most Volunteers must

perform is resolution of a conilict between the personal

valueS they import and those of the host environment.

Defining this is facilitated by the use of this tool.

Training,for it is facilit te-ok by it having been definecL

6
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METHODOLOGN

OW THE USE OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

CAN HELP THE PEACE CORPS TRAINER

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Facilitate instructidnal design and development
by providing clear goals to work toward.

2 Facilitate curriculum developm ntsequencing,
eliminating gaps and overlaps.

Promote more efficienttoilmunication between
trainers, Peace Corps staff, trainees, and
researche s,

4. Make it eviden -hat trainees'actually learn,,
thereby permitting selection of most important
gbals.

5. -permit instruction to be evaluated and thereby

improved.

Promote individualized instruction by making
possible criterion-referenced evaluation-each
trainee can be required to master all objectives.

(Independent learning is also promoted.)
-

Permit trainees to be more efficient learners,

when they find out what is expected of them.

liminate the time wasted,when trainees can
'already achieve,all or some objectives before

beginning a course.

9. Tend to impose a philosophy of trainer_respon7
_sibMity for getting'students to master objectives._

6 7



10. Promote the idea of ehaviorally analyzing all
components,f instruotion--entry behavior, inter-
mediate behvior, And terminal behavior,

11. Facilitate research in t.raining--advance instruc-
tional tech4ology.

12.-'promote a nov role for trainers--instructional
designers, awnagers, and resource specialists as
opposed to informati n.dispensers.
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METHODOLOGY

THE THREE DOMAINS OF THE TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OB3tIVES

Cognitive

1. Knowledge.
2: Comprehension
3. Application
4.. Analysis
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation

A fective

1. _Receiving
2. Responding
3. Valuing
4. Organization of a value sys em

5. ,CharaCterization by a value comp ex-

Ls_y_F-1121aat2t2L

1 Perception
2. Set

3. Guided response
4. Mechanism
5. Complex overt response
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METHODOLOGY

THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN

1.00 K1OWIEtGE
1.10 , Knowledge of Specifics

1.11 Terminology
1.12 Specific Facts

1.20 Knowledge of Ways and Means of Dealing
With Specifics
1.21 Conventions
1.22 Trends and Sequences
1.23 Classifications and Categories
1.24 Criteria
1.25 Methodology

1.30 Knowledge of Universals and Abstractions
In A Field
1.31 Principles and Generalizations
1.32 Theories and Structures

2.00 COMPREHENSION
2.10 Translation
2.20 Interpretation
2.30 _Extrapolation

3.00 APPLICATION

4.00 ANALYSIS
4.10 Of 21ements
4.20 Of Relationships
4.30 Of Organizations

5.00 SYNTHESIS (Production of samething,new)
5.10 Production of a Unique Communication
5.20 Development of_a Plan, or Proposed

Set of.Operations
5.30 Derivation of a Set of Abstract Relations

6.00 EVAIiUATION
6.10 Judgments in Terms of Internal.Evidence
6.20 Judgments in Terms of External Criteria
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METHODOLOGY

IN 0E1 THE TEXONOMY

Knowledge, as d ined here, involves the recall of specifics and

versals, tfle recall of methods and processes, or the recall of a

tern, structure, or setting. It involves little more than bringing

mind the appropriate material. Alteration of material is rarely

uired. To use an analogy, it 4le thinks of the mind as a file, the

blem in a knowledge test situation requires finding in the problem

appropriate signals or cues which will most effectively bring et

tever knowledge is stored.

Knowledgf_aecifics

The recall of specific and isolable bits of informa ion. This

the elements of which m-)re comple: forms of thinking are -built.

..11 Knowlcd e of Terminology

Knowledge of specific symbolsVerbal and non-verbal. This may

lude knowledge of generally accepted symbols or the'A:rarlety,Of

&cols which may-be accepted for one referent, Or knowledge of the,

3 t appropriate referent appropriate to the symbol,.

1.12 _KnOWledge of Speeific_Facts

Knowledge of dates, event persons, places, et

1.20 Knowledge of Ways_and Means of Dealing with Specifics

Knowledge of ways Of organizing, studying, judging, and cri

zing. This includes methods of inquiry,-the chronological

auences, and standards of judgement in a field.

1-41012ga2L.212.12Y2Pt_ions

Knewledge of characteristie ways
of treating and p e enting

teas and phenomena. Knowledge.of the usage's,,s'tyles, pra tices

.th which people deal with phenomena.

Krathwohl, D vid,R. Bloom, Benjamin S and Masia Bertram B.,

Taxonomy.of._ duCational (212.1ctives Handbook_I_ Cognitive

Domain, New -ork. David McKay Comr'.-y Inc., 1956.
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22 Krigyiledgt of Trends and Sequences

Knowledge of the processes, directions, and movements
phenomena with respect to time.

,

Kno ledge of Clasdifidations ind Cate cfries

Knowledge
nts which are
ald,,purpose,

f the classes, sets, divisions and arrange-
regarded as fundamental for a given subject
argumpnt Fir problem.

Kno-ledge of Criteria=

KriGiledge of-the criteria by which facts, principles,
ini ns and. conduct are tested or judged.

_;.TiLiELJ1L_Nitt1-2a(121-2aK

Krkowledge of the methods of inquiry, techniques and
Dcedures pmployed in a Particular subject field.as welj.
those employed in investigating parti6ular problems.
emphasis is on 4n individual's-knowiedge of the mAhod

tiler than his ability to use the Illetad.

36 Knowledge of the Universals and Abst _ons in a Field

Knowledge of major schemes and patterns by which phenomena
3 ideas are organized. Knowledge of the large structures and-
?.ories of a subject field.

31 Knowledge

Knowledge
value in exp
:ermining the
7ection,to be

76

of_Principles and Generalizations
0

of the particulaY' abstractions Whi-h are
aining,,describing','preaiCtin4, or in
most appropriate 'and relelant.action. or
taken.
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**1 32 of Theprie--a d St-uctures

Knowledge,of thebody of principles and generalizations-
together with their interrelations whict Present a-clear,
rounded and systematic view of the .complex pheno ena, prdblems
of a--field.

2 00 COMPREHENSION

This represents ,t.hel lowest level of 14.indekstanding. It

eans the individual knows what is being communicateq and Can:
make use of the_ material without relating it to any other
material, or witfiout seeing its full impliCations.

**2.10 Tran lation

Comprehension as evidenced-by the care and accuray with
which a communie'ation is paraPhrased or rendered from:one language
or form of communication to another.' Translation is judqed:on
the basis of faithfulness and accuracIr. ,

2.20 Inter etat ion

Interpretation is the explanation or summarization of a
.cL.1:..runication. This requirA a reordering, rearrangemen S,
or new view of aterial:'

**2 30 Extrapolation

The,extension of trends or tendencies beyond the/given
data to'det-ermine iMplications, consequences, corollaries,
effects, etc., which arei. accordance with the. conditions
described ip the origina data.

DESCRIPTIVE VERBS

Translates, converts, defends, distnguishes,:estimate3,
expIains,-extends, interprets, generalizes, infers, gives

examples, extrapolates, para7nrases, predicts, rewrites,

summarize-
7 3
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**3.00 Application

The use of abstractions in particular'and concrete
situations. Th:e abstractibns may be in the form of general
ideas, rules of procedUres, or generalized methods. The

abstractions may also 'be technical principIs, ideas and
theories which must be remembered and applied.

DESCRIPTIVE VERBS

Changes, computes, demons ates, discovers, manipulates,
modifies, operates,'predic S.(from a rule), prepare',

-

produces, relttes,'shows, solves, uses, , =

4 . 00 Analy_LL

The breakdown of a cdmmunication into its constituent-
, .

elements or parts suci- that the relative hierarchy of ideas
is made clear and/or the relations between the ideas,expressed
are-made explicit. Analysis tends to clarify the communicgtion,

icate how the communication is,organiz6d.

4.10 Analysi- co_ Elements

Identification of the elements included in a cornrnunca ;--
tion, process, procedure, etc.

**4.20 Anal sis of Relationships
."\

The organization, sstematic.arrangement and struc ure
which holds a communication togthez. 'This includes.the

,

.fle;.zpilipit", as well as "implicit" stkUeta, It includes'the
baseneceSsary arrangement and mech nics whichlmake the
communicatiOn A unit.
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vcacmaAAA -

'Breaks down, diagrams differentiate .discriminates
distinguishes, identifies iparts of), illustrates,
infers, outline'S, points out, relates (one part to
adother)', selects separates, sub-divides.

tI

5.00 anthesis Xproduction

Putting together,of elements.and parts so as to form d

wh le. Thls involves the process of working with pieces,

parts', elements, 41 arranging and combining them in
such a way to constitute bga pattern,or Structure not 'cle

there before.
_

*5.10 Production of a Urligpe Communication_
The development of a communication'or thing in which-

the writer, speaker, or proqucer attempts to convey ideas.

feelings and/or experiences to,,others.,

"5.20_ Production of a Plan, or Pre2osed Set o_ geprations

The development of a plan of Work or-the proposal

of a plan of operations.

**5 Derivation of a Set of Abstract Relations

DevelopMent of a set of abstract relations either

to classifir.or. .to explain particular data or phenomena,
the deduction Of proposition's or _syrnic representations

pE$C.RIPTIVE VER-D.S

Categorize combines, compiles, composes, creates,

devises, designs, explains, generats, modifies,
organizes, plans, rearranges, reconstructs, relates,

7
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reorganizes, revises, re-writes ,

writes.

6.00 Evaluation

arizes, ells,-

judgements about the value of material and methods for

given purposes. -NualitatiVe and quantitative judgements about,

the-extent to which material and methods satisfx criteria.

Use of a standard of appraisal.

"8.10 Judgements_irillerms of Internal Evide_ce.

Eva1uation.of the.accuracy of a communication from..

such evidence as logical accuracy,;consistency, and other

internal criteria.

Judgements in Terms of Ex ernal Criteria

Evaluation.of material with reference to s lected.

or rerneribered criteria.

80

DESCRIPTIVE VEr1

Appraises, co ares, conc1ides, contras s _riticizes,

desccibeS, discrimix3Ates,
prets, relates, sumilarize
evaluates.

a

expl'ains, justifies', inter-
supports, weighs, judges,
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METH000LOC

Sample COgnitive Objectives

0 LEDGE -- Samplc

Traine_

.3aneral Objectives

I be able to:

Define technical.terms by giving their at
properties, .or relations (1. 11)

Distinguish the reference for words and establish
limits within which it has meaning 1. 11)

Demonstrate familiarity with common range of meanings
of specifLc words (1.11)

Recognize common range of meanings of s ecific woi
(1. 11)

St te where he can find particular in o ation (1. .11)

Recognize factual_ info ation (1.12)

List steps or Major points in some specific organiza-
tion oC knoWle'dcc (1.12)

Identify coriect responses .(1.12)

Isolate 6ecific inforTation n an essay, book, or.
,reference (1.12)

c=nt
-te majhpotheses in a particular.field .1. 2

Describe somethin in detail

Describe the forn and convontion'S of major types
of literary worktS' (1.12)

Use correct form an'd usage- in speech (1.,Z.1)

'Use correct form usage in writing (1.21)

/-

F llow common rules of etiauette jbehavior) 1 21)

7 7
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Use corre _= -arms oraddress in a foreign language (1.21)

Use symbols correctly (1..,21)

Punctuate correctly (1.21)'

Describe the effects of'a thange on a system (1.22)

Describe the influence of a particular philosophy
or point of view on a portion of society (1.22)

.R013 0 - flow-chart (1 22)

Select :Ihe proper group in% hich d sample,it m belongs

(1.?3)

List specific criteria for evaluating 1.24) -

Select an example Of a criterion f.Fcmi ,hoitces which
inClude only one, correct criterion\and severa_

\

wrong distractors (1.24)

Trainee will be able to:

techniques fOr doing something (1.25)7----'t

,scribe procedure for performing An operation,
'specifying places where evaluation should'be
Made (1.25)

.
-

State the procedure doing scien ific research
(1.25)

State steps in problem-solving process .1.25Y

.ogn ze a correct generalization of a particular
perio or culture (1.31)

Recogn e a correct generalization of a principle

(1.32)

Recall major theories about particular culture! (1.32)-

78



Select correetly an appropriate deSoription of
interacting.components of a theory (1.32

COMPREHENSION -- Sample General Objectives
.1

!

State a problem in his own words (2 10)

Give an example of .a general princ'ple. 2.10)

Prepare a synopsis of something (21.10)

Put a con.50ept into visual form- (2410)

Read a graph- (2.10):

Read a -able_o 'data (2.10)

Read a code or syitholic 1-nguage (2.10)

-Prepare a schematic diagram of slomething (2.10)

Given a'..verbal description, prepare a visual.

repreSentation (2.10)

Translate a foreign language into English

(vice-versa) (2.10)

Draw conclusions from var _us types of'data. (2.20)

-State the:majOr ideas of a.worl< as a whole, at any

desired level of generality (21.20)

I,

Specify'qualificati ns made when i: erpretini:a y

data (2.20)

Distinguish warranted, uhx4arranted, or contradicted

conclusions drawn from a body!of data, (2.20)

Draw conclusions not made by the wr"-ter (2.30)

State cnnclusion drawn ,Toading an article 2.30)
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Make prediction (2.30

APPLICATION ---.Sample General Obje _ives

11,rainee will beable t

Apply a generalization to a specific probleM 00)

Relate a principle to a specific event (3.00)

tmploy experimental procedures to find solutions
to problems (3':00)

Predict the effect of a change in a factor on a
situation previously at equilibrium (3.00)

Use specific techn gues for doing something (3.00)

Use problem-solving techniques to solve specifEt

problems (3.00)

_NALYSIS -- Sample General Objectives

ainee will be able to:

Apply a generalization to a #rpecific problem (3.00)

Relate.a principle to A Sp cific event 63.00)

EmplOy experimental procedures 'to find s lutions

to problems ..00)

Preaict- the effect of a change in a factor bria
situation previously at equilibrium (3.00),

Use ipecific techniques for-doing s mething (3 00)

U e problem-solving techn ques to solve specific

problems (30,0)

80
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Trainee will b able to:

State -nspecified assumptions when given a conclus on (4.1(

Distinguish facts from hypotio. es,(4.10)

Distinguish conclusions frpm supporting stat- ents (4.10)

Identify motives in individuals (4.10)

Identifr motives in groups (4.10)

Distinguish different ideas in a pa (4.10)

Recognize interrelationships,among ideas in a passage (4.

Select pertinent particulars for supporting or Lefuting
a particular,argumea (4.20)

Recognize which-facts or assumptions are essential,
a main thesis or to the argument (4.20)

State whether hypotheses are- con-istea with inferma--

tien and aesuniptions (4.20)

Distinguish cause and effect relationships from other

sequential relationships (4:20)

Distinguish relevant from irrelevant statements or
information (4.20)

Detect logical fallacies in arguments (4.20)

Recognize foila .4nd pattern in literary .orartistic
Works as a means, of understanding their meaning- (4.30)

Infer purpose, .point of view, or traits of thought fr m

a work (4.30)

8 1
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Detect techniques used in persuasive materials (4.30)

Distingu, sh points of view of a -r ter (4.30)

SYNTHESIS

Traine

ample General OblectiVes

11 be able to: .

a well--organized essay presenting- ideas in
.

pmental and logiCal order.,(5.10)

ite creatively a:story, poem or-e ayfor personal
pleasure or entertainment cf others (5.10)

Tell - personal e)iperience effectively -5 10)

Make an extemporaneous speech (5.10)

a simple musical composition ( 10)

Propose ways of testing a,hypothesis (5.20)

Integrate the results -of an investigation into an-
effectiv47! plan or problem solution (5.20)

, unit of instruction
-teachinci situation (5.20)

LJesign
(5.20)

a particular

tools to perfrxm specified operations

D2v -10_ ochni.ques for obtaimino information (5.20)

test questions (5.20)

ForMulate appropriateihypothos based on an
analysis of _factors involved m difying such
hyw)theses'.in the light of new factors and
.considerations (5.30)

Develop different ways in which experience may be
organLzed to form a eoncootitiil struct (5.30)

'Formulate a theory of lea ningapplicable to claSsroom
teaching. (' 10)

8 2
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Develop mathematical generalizations 30)

Make mathematical discove-ies 5 30)

Develop new schemes for classifying ideas, events,

etc. (5.30)

EVALUATION -- Sample ceneral Ob7;,ecti--s

Tr inee will b- able_

-Asses, probability accuracy in reporting fac

from the care given to exactness
documentation, proof, etc; (6.10)

_tatement,

Apply given criteria (based on ,internal standards)

the juGgement of the work (6.10)

I dicate logical fallacies ih argu- nts (6.10)

Compare major .theories, generalizations and faCts

about particular cultures (6.20)

Recognize and weigh valueS involved-in alternative

courses of action_6.20)

Distinguish between' technical terminology which

adds precision by permitting more'appropriate
definition and those which merely replace a common

name with an esoteric one (6.20)

Evialuate health beliefs critically (5.20)

Apply self-developed tlesthetic) standards to the

choice and use of ordinary objects in an every

environment (6.20)

Given pos Lble bases for judgements about accuracy,
recognize criteria which are approp iate (6.20)

Giveb X , determine criteria or evaluati n which

are appropriate_and apply them to make an evalua ion
(6.20)

83
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Given an means-end relationship, judge its validity and
-support this judgement (6.20).

Given an end, recognize the appropriateness of a particular
means (6.20).

Given an end, recognize thebest of several means (6.20)
\



T E AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

Passive - Involuntary - Transitory Inconsistent Neutral

1.-0 Receiving

1.1 Awareness
1.2 Willingness to Receive
1.3. Controlled or Solective Attertion

, 2.0 Responding

2.1 . Acquiesce in.Responding
2_2 Willingness .to ReSpond
2.3 Satisfaction in Response

3.0. Valuing

3.1 Acceptance of a Value
Perference for a ralue

.3 Commitment

Organizati n of a Value System

4.1 Conceptualization of a Value
4.2 Or,fanination of a Value SYstem

.0 Characteri ation by a Value Co

.1 Generalized Set
5.2 Characterization

piCr,

Active - Voluntlry Stable - Consis_ent
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METHODOLOG

Tho Affective Domain and Peace Corns
Training

-..

The Affective Domaiin deals with attitudes, predispositions,

)
values--and,beliefs. It is of concrn toithe teache546r
tradjKt because the teaching o Cognitive and/or Psychomotor
skills alone doesinot ensUre at-these skillE; will be
employed after the,studont or traiAce loaves the course

*

of instruction If_we, as teachers Aar-trainersi-value-the
skills we are attemtping to impart, if wo feel they will
be relevant and useful f(or ourstudents, then we should

makeevery effort to devedop Fe attitudds and values
which will raise the probability thatH:hey will in-fact,
be used.

Very often- when We do teach; we do want our s udents to use

the Skills we are attempting to develop. We often assume
that the subject matter itself willinspire the student or
,trainee to employ the skills learned after the course is
completed. Empirical evidence suggests that all too often
This is not the case. -Think of all the information and

skills yc-.0 were exposed to as a student. How many of these

7ills do ,y-:;u employ today? Probably your first answer would

"thos skills which are rele'vent to my life and work."
II you think further,' hewever, you can probably identify
aYea,-; of n1dll and knowledge which would be useful to you

yjrb'yOu no longer use and, in some cases, consiciously
Unconsciously avoid. In most instances this is because
svent: '6ir -events in your learning.caused a negative response to

subject macter. If you think of courses you've taken
here you disliked the subject, you can probably begin to

ccolao 'factors which caused you to want co avoid that subject.

IL iF safo to assume that your,teacher or instructor did not

want to 'create this negative attitude. It is also probably
:1-itfone reason it,occurred w that he did not determine the
yi)e of rlt-t.'itude hewanted to promote and, because, he had

Little or no idea' whero he was going, failed to arrive.

8 6
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-The first -step in promoting attitudes towa 'learning
to'determine the types of attitudes you want to promote
and develop. The Affectives,pothain providesterminology
with definitions that canchelp you to more precisely and
effectivdly make .this determination.

4s with the Cognitive Domain, the definitions.of the .

Affective Domain are essentially.arbitrary identifications
of points on a continuum.,The definitions maY alsizqdiffer
from,your normal use of the words employed. However,
if you learn the definitions and practice employing them,
you Will find yourself better able to dete,rmine and promo e
the types of attitudes necessary if your students are to
actually employ their skills after'completion of the °purse.

As a stu ent moves from the Lower levels in the Affective Domain
to the higher levels, his behavior changes from:

PASSIVE to ACTIVE
INVOLUNTARY to VOLUNTARY
TRANSTORY to STABLE
INCONSISTENT to CONSISTENT
NEUTRAL (or negative) to POSITI

There are five levels in the hicrarchy of the Affective Domain.

In outline these are':

1.0 RECEIVING
].1 LNwareness
1.2 Willingness to Receive
1.3 Contr011ed or selective Attention

0 '30NDINC
2,1 A-quiescence in_Responding
2.2 Willingness to Respond
2.3 satisfaction in Response

VALUING
.1 Acceptance of a value

3.2 Preference for a Value
3_3 Commitment

8 7



4.0 ORGANIZATION
-4.1 Conceptualization of a V;ilue

4..2 'Organization 9f a Value System

5.0 CHARACTERIZATION,BY A VALUE COMPLEX

5.1 GeneraliZed-Set
5.2 Characterization

Briefly the progresAion throUgh tIe hierarchy is as follows:

1:0 RECEIVING - TAthin the Receiving-level the student is_
passiVp. Splef:i7eSponsIbility for directin;p-

,
the'attention of the learninc: process lieS
with the teacher,

1.1 Awarenbss ---At-the-awareness-leVe1 the-learner iS
merely conscious of semethinTas(stimulus

behavior'does not imply ateehtion.
Thereis no specific discrimination between
stimuli-. The learner/may. well be unable

to Nerbali what it s that causes
.awareness.

willin:mess to Receive - At this stage the,learner is

willing to tolerate a stimulus.,''He
does not actively try to avoid it,. HowJ.vo,[

his behavior indicates neutralitv o r
suspended judgement toWards these stimul
An example would bp a .stueent who

carefully when others' speak.

Conc.rolled Attention --The learner'S behavior at this
stageL.indicates that when certain stimuli
arr, present they will be attended- te.

The learner controls his attention o tl-et

the favored stimulus is selected inspite of

competing stimuli. -He listens in
class instead of talking.

8 8
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'RESPONDI At -thiS-16Vel the-StUdent's behavior
indicates that he is sufficiently motivated
that h is activelY attending. 'we would
often4describe this as -!'interest" in the

subject%

2.1 .7,c7auiescenee in Respondirll - At this'seage tha
student Makes respoAsesbut has not fully
ucpted thc neessi .ordoing so. He

"compiather than acting voluntarily.
For example, the- student might follow rul, es

for classroom bchaviur while the teacher
in present, but revert to other behavior

,when,theteacher. ia out_of

jvillin!,mcsL to Respond - The student's behavior
at th'is stage indicateS a volu'ntary

response. No compulsion :bt, involved or

implied. In this instance the stdent
would observe rules' even when t.:le teacher

isn't present. Another examplc, would be

a student who,voluntarily reads material
or discusses it with the rb;wh-er,

2.3' Satisfactri.onin _Res-pnse - Not only:is the student's
bonavior voluntary at this stage, but it

indic,1!( a fo.Aing a sPtisfaction--an
emotional idek, j)leasure, enjoyment, etc.

J. WiLUING At the, Valuing level ip the hierarchy We
become involved for the fir$t time with the

c0ncept of-worth. what we regard as "valuable"

or "worthwhiL", etc.. is partially,the result

of internal assessment. Hewever it is

prJrnarily a,soeial product which has been

internalied or aceepted.

4hon learners are operating at this level

-their t,GhaviLlr 'is sufficiently consistent

ard stabl,that wc can describe them aq

ac'-in in terms of a value, a belief, or

,attitude. _ _

8 9
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t the valuing level we are 'not concerned

with relationships between values, but

with the internalization of a set of

specified "ideal" values. Behavior is guided

not by a desire to compy or obey,_but by

the individUal's beliefs or ,,alues.

3=1 -AMDIAR2t_21121121t
Valuing involves "ascribing

worth to an object or behavior." A

belief can be defined as "emotiondl

acceptance of a proposition or doctrine

upon what one irctolic i. considers an

adequate ground."

Beliefs have varying degrees of certainty.

At this stage we are concerned with the

lowest degree of certainty. We can describe

the student's behavior as a "tentative

position." The behavior .is consistent

enough that others perceive the student as

holding a belief or a value and the in-

dividual is willing to be so identified.

An example would.be a student whose behavior

indicates a continuing desire,to develop a

skill.

3.2 preference _.or a Value The behavior of an individual

at this stage indicates not only identifi-

cation with a value but active pursuit of th

value. One example would be a student wh

assumes responSibility for helping other

students to achieve a skill.

Co itment - commitment vOlVes a high degree of

certainty andsconviction. The individual's

behavior demonstrates qualities like

'loyalty to a position, group of cause.'

There is an inner tension surrounding

the valuelof belief which can only be

satisfied by action. The individual

attempts o convince or convert others. ,A

RepublicaCI who not onry votes but actively
_

canvasses.for Republican candidates would

demonstrating commitment.
9 0
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4.0 ORGANISTION ' As an individual successively

internalizes values, he encounters

situations where more than one value is

relevant and where a choice may be

necessary between conflicting values.

When this happens a rational approach
,

includes:

a) determination of a comprehensive list of

values;

b) determination of inter raltionships

between theseAralues:

c) the establishment of priorities

'.among values:

Essentially, two steps urn involved:

4.1
CocptulizaOfl of a Value - At this stage the quality

of abstraction is added to,consistent and

stable beliefs or values. This permits the

individual to see' how the value relates to

others that he holds or is coming to held.

4.2 .0ELL2tion of a Value System The individual at
_ _

this $tage brings together a complex of

values Some Of which may be in conflict.

He develops a dynamic equilibrium of

values which is, in part, dependent upon

those portiOns of the environment which are

important at any one point in time. For

example, the Peace Corps Volunteer con-

sci.ously or unconciously reorganizes values

in telms of factors and facets of his new

environment.

CHARAC2FRIZATION BY A VALUF COMPLEX - at this level

'the individual acts
.consistently in accor-

dance with values he has conceptualized and

organized. Two factors are involved:

a) the generalization of
this control to

, so much of the individual's behavior

tt it leads to his being described

and characterized in terms of these

values;

91
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5.1 Grneralized

5.2 CFtaracterizat

,) the 'aliefs, ideas, attitu.dOs

values of the injividual

integrated into'a toCal WOC.'d

r

An,individual at this :tanc will os

invariably make J'ersli. ant and cur-

sistent resImses toia set of rnLAL
.

situations. It Involves AS1C.

orientation whion enables the indivi-

Idual to roduct, the order the complex

rto world he Lvos.:Io to act

Iconsistently and effec:ively in it.

Characterization' InVelves' a greater

incluiveness tha:1 ,he generalized set.

All imoortant ideas, attitudes, beliefs

and values aro incoroorted. V61no3,

ideas, attitudes anj Oeliefs are

ordered in a wsv La intrnally

consistent. Others can characterin

the individual not only in teas

of his values, but in terms of his

value priorities.

wRITIG AFF CT1VE OBjECTIVES

iiow do you write an affective objective? Essentially the

:1c,uss is similar to a cognitive or psychomotor objectivo:

a) the student or trainee is the subject;

b) the e is an action verb, usually "demonstra-e"

or an equivalent;

c) there is a measurable action or measurable

actions.

An example would be:

The sindent will demonstrate willingness to respond

a) voluntarily discussing the day's,subject

with the instructer

h) doing homeWork assignm nts
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Another example:

The tudent will demonstrate commitment to &I by:

a) using the m thodology without autho itative
pressure to do so.

h) defending the methodology when di''cussing
teaching methods with othe- teachrs and

trainers.

In presenting affective objectives to,studcnts ota1nees,
it 15 occasionally-best hot-to indicate the types of

_chavior by which you plan to.measure the objel.,tive.

-you do_mention these there, is the ehance.that '.11e, students

will simply reproduce this behavior withoUt having'actually

achieved your objective. (N.B. Behavior can become a

habit -- ever 'f feigned -- if jt is done often _eno-gh

and is given c,ntinual positive enforcement.)

PROMOTINGAFFECTIVF OBJECTIVES

How do you promote and achiev(_ ctive objectives?

,sentially the process is verl similar to teaching

cognitive-or psvchomoto objectives.

98

Fir, -,vou state Lhe objective at a level which

you feel is appropriate in t6rms of the

age, background and interests-of your
prospective students! or traihees. In the

ea:Jo of vocational t'xadning, you would also

determine the affec ive objectives required

by the Joh.

Second, you pre-evaluate your students to _ etermine

the attitudes and v lues that they have

brought to the coure. This can be done .

formally or informally, which ever is easier

and/or more apprepriate in the circumstances.

Oh the basis of your pre-evaluation, you would,

either retain, or lower the level of

your objectivns-.

9 3
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_Third, you-conduct learning-activitieS-USIng-the-7dVe
teaching -learning principles:

i) Pe Ceived Purposed -- Perceived Purpose is Lho
one principle that is
directly concerned wi7h.
the affective domain. Tak:

better your perceived put--
pose, the yreater the ch;:no
you have of achieving you!

Appropriate Practice

affective .:)blective (s).

You,shouldAive yOur
students an opportun to

practice The trype of affec-
tive behavior you have
stated a your ol7jective

-iii) Knowledge of Results -- When your students- fail
to practice appropriat
YOU should provide knowledf-lo
of results. Thi.i_should be
as positively presented as
possibte. i Can be suppor
by reiteration on per-
coived purpose-.

Gradua ed..Sequence,-- As with the cognitive dr-I0A.1-1,
you can use the hierarchy of
the affective doMain to design
graduated sequence. If your

1

course affective objective
is preference for a vAue,
or commitment, and iE your
students entry behavie!
is acquiescence inrespon.7:,
you will want to move Lowarh
your final objectAve in a
qraduated sequence.

Individual Differentiation.--affective behavic
varies as mce widely than
eognitivr. and psychomotor
skills. YOU should he
aware ov and attempt to use
these ifferences constructive.
lv.
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Fourth, you FostEvaluateyour students to deter ine
whether the affective objentive was achieved.
If it was achieved very easily, you should
consider attempting a more difficult objective
the next time (if appropriate). If you failed
to promote the objective, you would analyze your
attempt to determine where improvement is required
if you achieved the level you set in approximately
the time you estimated, you can probably pat your-
self on the back ard use a similar approach the
next time.

LA

some additional information that ild help you to
romofe affective-objectives.

SLudt attitudes towards subjeeLs can be described in terms of
basic dichotomy:

Either the student tends to approach the subject

er

The stude t tends; te,avoid the subject.

(-2acner.or traine- your task is to promote approach to th'e
ct',Ind to minimize, neutralize or eliminal,e avoidance.

'

t tO promote approath, there are three areas of

ions
ces,

Li.11( (imitation)

c,L,;d eve

.important ways in which b -avior to-- -ds
_re influene

the events that surround the subject;

ConJequenees are the result,- of coming into contact with the

su)--)'1 ;

MOuelinc_i

1 00

concerned with the wa- others rea t to the subject.



If We-keep .these -three concepts in-mind; We Can mbre'eaSily
find ways -to encourage our -students to approach the subject and
we can minimize those factors which would cause our students
to avoid the subject. The basic rules are:

when the student ls in the presence of the subject, he
should at the same time be in the presence of positive c.ndit
Conversely, when the student is in the presence of the subjec
not at the same time be in the presence of averSive (negativc
conditions.

whenever con act with subject-matter is oll ed by positive
consequences, the subject will tend to bUCC1V.2 a stimulus for
approach responses. Conversely, whenever contact. with.th
'subject' is followed 'by averive Consequen the subject
may become a stimulus for avoidance responses.

An aversive condition or consequence is .any ev:'iat ihat causes
Qnysical Or mental discomfort. It is any evntthat causes a
lrson to think less highly of himself, that leeJs to a loss
self-respect or dignity, or that results in a strong anticipation
of any Of these. In general, any condition of consequence may be'
considered aversive if it oauses a person to feel smaller or make
his world dimmer.

e universal are:

Pain a ute'phys cal. discomfort. Hitting a stutient is

anti
app

Anxiety distress or urieasIncs of the m
ehenSion of danger, misfortune, or paJn; tension,

Eoreboding
unpleasant. So
an0 anxiety are

v or, disquiet; antieipaticn of the
ays in which teachers cause fear
,11ing thf. student:

'YOu won't understand this, but...

"It oug t to be perfectly obvious that ...

"Half of you won't be here a month from now ...

9 6
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"I don't believe in giving high es.

"If you 't motivated, you shouldn't be here.

"If.you don't perform well yo '11 have to go and
see the principal."

Frustration -- a condition or consequenct that Occurs when
goal-directed activities are hiocked, when .purposeful
or motivated activity is intei:fervd with. Some
practices which lead to student frustration area:

Presenting information in larger units, or at a
faster pace, than students can assimilate.

Speaking too softly ,to be heard.

Not telling the student the intent of instruction,
or the way in which his performance will lit- evaluated.

Refusing to answer student questions.

Writing "tricky" tests.

For ing all students to pioceed -t the same pace.

iliicm and embarrassment -- lowering a persOn's pride or
sel:-respect, by making him uncomfortably self-conscious;
by shamina, debasing or degrading him7 or by causing him
6J-)ainful lack of dignity.. You risk causing humiliation
,tnd embarrasament by:

Publicly comparing a student unfavorablv with others.

Laughing at a studen 's efforts.'

Bring _fg a student's weaknesses to the attention of the
class.

Making a student wear a "badge of stupidity".

Belittling a student's attempt to appr ach the subject.
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Insulting a student's attempt to approach th subject.

Causing situations which lead to repeated f 'lure.

Boredom the result of a situation in which the stimuli for the
Student are weak, repetitive or infrequent. Things that leacl
to boredom include:

Speaking in.a monotone.

Rocking back and forth rythmically while spe ing.

Insisting a student sit thr ugh something he already knows.

.using impersonal, passive lancjuage.

Using a graduated sequence with increments that provide no
challenge.

Using a single mode of presentation -- teacher and learner
activities are always the same.

Ph' -ical Discomfort -- an uneasiness, a hardship, a mild pain-
Ways and means of inducing physical discomfort include:

Allowing exces ive noise or other distractions.

Ii _g -that students be PhysicallY inactive for longer
periods.of time than his state of development can tolerate.-

Insisting that a student pay close attention im-ediately
after he/She has eaten.-

Mariny a classroom too hot.

All of,theabove examples--and Many others--are aversive conditions
d consequences, When they oceur they'cause the student to-avoid

subject.

A positive,condition or'consequence is any pleasant event that exist
during the time the student is in the presence of the subject mutter
or that follows his approach to the subject matter. It causes the
'student to think a little more highly of himself and makes his-
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qorld a little brighter. As teachers or:trainers we want to pro-
note events that lead to successexperiences and acknowledge,that
luccesS, insure a variety of stimulation lead to an increase of
3elf-estessm or improved self-image, and lead to an increase in
:onfidence. Some of the things we can do include:

.

Recognizing that a student's response is an attempt to
learn and giving knowledge of results in a way'that
accepts rather than rejects that attempt.

Reinforcing -ot rewarding students who approach the
subject.

-Designing graduated sequences that will allow success
most-of the time:.

Providing enough telephone poles so that the studeAt
knows what he has achieved, where he is, and-where he
is expected to go.

Providinq the stUdent with statements of instru tional
objectives that he can understand when he first sees/
hears them, i.e. precisely written behaviorally stated
objectives.

I differentiating-,between students who already
knr'w si;bject and those who don-lt.

ing knowledge of results that, is immediate and specific
to the-, _unt's response.

Gi.vdng the student some choice in selecting and sequencing
sAhlect matter.

;-,lating new information to old, within the experience
t:tudent.

- student some choice in selecting and sequenci
suL ject matter.

Trrs, 3111 the student as an individual.

Usi g active rather than passive words in your
re ntation.

Ming use of techniqUes that a tract and hold attention,
such,as motion, calor, contrz.ct Variety andpersonal
:reference.
104. 9 9



Expressing geruine satisfaction when a st dent experiences
success.

Providing ins ructional tasks that are relevant to your
objectives, i.e. Appropriate Practice.

Us ng-test items that are relevant to your objectives.

Allowing students to move about as freely as their age
and interests require.

Cresting a classroom environment _hat is as comfortable
as possible.

Modeling is based-on the principle that behavior is influenced-
models we learn bv imitating. Most learnino outcomes in the

affective domain that result from directexperience can also be
produced on a vicarious basis through the observation of_other
Geople's behavior and its consequences for them. Experiments indicat
LAat:

I) Students learn more by -_-_itation i the model'has
p_estiqo in the eyes of the students.

The student will Earform more of what he has learned--
if he has -eer the model being reinforced rather
than punished for that performance'.

When a student sees a model being puhished, the
student will tend,not to engage in the kind of
behavior thatwas Punished.

When as ,tudent sees a model doing things he Shouldn't-
do .(transgressions) and ther is .no aversive consequence
to the model,, there is an increase in the prebability
that the student will do those undesirable things.

.As a teacher you are probablY a model with prestige. If'you are
enthusia5:bic about your sUbjeet matter, it'doesn't guarantee

.

that your students will be. But, it inereases the probability. If-
you. are apthetic and uninterested in.what.you are teaching, it

.

doesn't neeessarily follow that you, that your students i1l also
-be apathetic. But itsl,more likely.
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-There, is .--iome indication that if you t -ach one type of behavior,
and, mOdel another, the teaching is less effective than if "you

.

practice what you teach.". In essence, if we are trying to
prOduce and affective behavier,.we should be veryaware of the
neeesSity of modeling, that behavior -ourselves.-

In the above we have briefly discussed the Affective Domain, .and
WayS of promoting affective objectives. The material presented
is- cursorr.and by no means complete.. If you would like to
inveStigate the subject more thoroughly you will find the
following sources of use:

1. Krathwohl, David R., Bloom, Benjamin S., and Masia,
Bertram B. Ilaxc'ective, Handbook
II: Affective Domain. New York: David McKay Company,
Inc., 1964

Mager, Robert F. PPvelopin2_Attitude_TO ard Learning
Belmont, Cal.: Fearon Publishers, 1968.

Ponham, W. James and Baker, Eva L. Establishing
Instructional Goals.

4. Systematic Instruction. Englewood
71i Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1970,
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Numtaer 2.

Peace Corps Training Goicielincs

METHODOLOqY

Pre-Evaluation

Pre-evaluation, (or pre-assessment) the third step in a
systematic approach to training, is the identification
-of the trainee's entry skills.

mT putting together an in-country training program there
is one critical unknown, the trainees. InforMation on
skills which is available to-field staff at'the time
objectives and goals are being prepared is normally
limited, and more than occasionally inaccurate. Information
on trainees interests and activities is almost invariably
non-existant.

Wnile pre- sses_Aent can be initiated during -he invitation,
orecess or at staging is must in-reality occur seriously
1,7ith the arrival, of the trainees at the training site.

I. what is Pre-assessment?

Pre-assessment,is an evaluation conducted before the
:ristruction bejins to.determine what the trainees already
Jfew about the subject matter and other important
information about the trainee.

TT. cond ct a Pre-assessm nt:

Only by using a. pre-assessment can.the instructor
relate the training to achievement of.the behavioral
objectives of:the course. 'In the long run,_a carefully
conducted pre-assessment will result in the t ainee
taking greater interest in learning.

By using a pre-aSsessment: the trainer can.make sure
that only trainees.,who cannot already perform the
activity receive the training, thus reducing
boredom and other discipline problems.

By using a yre-assessmcnt, the trainer can make sure
that all the trainees hae the necessary prerequisite
knowledge to benefit from the class, thus reducing the
chances of Ernstratien . the part of the trainees
and the trainer..
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By using a pre-assessment, the trainer can find out as
'much as he can about each trainee, thus enabling him
to,design training which meets the individual needS of
each train- .

T11. Characteristi

108

pre-assessment

. Pre-as essment:should determine whether or not the
trainees can already perLorm the--action described in
the-behavioral objective.

1. The most important purpose of the Pre-Evaluation
is simply to determine whether or not.the trainee
can ,aiready de what .the instruCtor plans to teach.
All to often, a trainee is forced to sit through
,-ccourse that he has no need fbr only because
the instructor did not take the time to deter- ine
what the trainee could do.

-It is it-mortant that the trainer know whether
or not the trainee can perform the desired
Lehavior before the course so that when they
pr:form, it correctly at.the'end of the course,
ha, knows thaL IL was this training which made
the difference.

It is also important to eliminate from the class
or asign dificrent activities to trainees who
(-7n already perform the desired skiii, tleCause
trainees whO are bored with reviewing old
Material may cause bad attitudes to develop_in

..

the other trainees in the class.

If most of the tra nees in a class are found to
be already capable of accomplishing the objective,
then the objective should be civang

A pre-assossment should determine whether, the trainee
has the necessary pre-requisite skills needed to learn
the skills to be taught in the training program.

Rarely .do all trainees COME, to a training.,pr -rani with
-- -he same hackgrounds and the same abilities. Nor do

allthe trainees come to the training program with the
necessary skills-to par ieipate in the learning activit
planned f- .th course. Without a pre-evaluation, the



trainer has no way of knowing this infor ation about
his trainees until it is too late. without adequate
pre-assessment the trainer may proceed without hi--
entire rourse input and net achieve satisfactory
results simply because the trainee lacked a prior
requisite.

In,order to,prepare a Pre-assessment that determines
whether-or not the trainee has the pre7requisite skills,
these pre-requisites,first have to be identified. In
being able to do simple work like maintaining busillese
records,an obvious pre-requisito is the ability te
read and write. The ability to use many of the trail
Materials currently available jreilllire %howledge or
English or a technical vocabularl ,1- some sort.

The major problem com.-- in deciding ust what is_a
prereqdisite. The ability to read oro-requisi
for maintaining records. However.-,iL is not a necsA,.
prerequisite for delivering a baby. Tn,m0st instances,
determining whether or not a trainee has the pre-
requisites for a course can be a simple as asking .him.
For more complex objectives, however, more serious
consideration should be given to determining what
pre-requisitee there are for each. course.

If, upon condUcting the Pre-Evaluation, the instructor
finds that some or all of the trainees do not have the
necessary pre-requisite skills forthe class,there are
throe possible'alternative decisions which the
in ,ructor may decide to take:

He can try to train the trainee in th
skills he is lacking and then go on to
teach him the skill he is primarily
concerned with.

2. He can eliminate the objeCtive.

3. He can exclude the trainee from the class.

The last alternative ie usually not possible or desirab e.
-The second alternative may be the best solution if,most
of the t.17aines Lack ti r necessary pre-requisite skills.,
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If only a few of the trainees lack the pre-requisite
skills or if it is absolutely essential to accomplish
the original objective as stated, then the first al-
ternative may be only possible one to choose. This may
be the most challenging approach for the trainer, but
if it is handled skillfully, it can be the most r -
warding. In this approach, the Teaching-Learning
principles of Graduated Sequence and Individual
Differentiation will be most emphasized-

.

C. A Pre-assessment-should find out enough-about each
trainee so that the trainers can Plan motivating nd
useful'learning activities.

The third purpose of pre-asses ment is to fina--811t,
sufficient information about a trainee, hisloackground,
experience and interests so that better training inputs

.

that relate more directly to the-trainer can be
planned. . FOr example, a trainee, who writes good poetry
should be encouraged to apply this skill to the 'material_
hc-f.c. learned. A trainer who has traveled extensively
.to other countries should_be encouraged to relate the_
subject matter to the other cultures- he has experienced.
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Learning Act ivit ies

Number 2. -ZVE

Peace Corps Training Guide lin

M ET HO DO LOG

Learning Activities are the he rt of the-training progr_
They 'are what the trainees and trainers do to achieve the
objectives which-have been set for the program-

During the past few decades, educational psychologists have
derived a large number of educational principles which, when
applied promote learning. Unfortunately, mariy people who
work in Peace Corps training are neither educators nor
trainers. As a result, we rely largely on intuition and
"heart" to guide our design and presentation of learning
activities. A few of us, perhaps 5% are natural or
"inspired" teachers tratners. However, the majority of
do not fall into this category. We learn by trial and
error and at the expense of training and the trainees.

'Different educational psyChologists have established differentlist of education or learning principles. Some of these
lists as many as a hundred principles and other a's-few as 3,
_Igor a dozen. While any of these would probably prove
useful if actually applied, Ehe Criterion-Referenced
Instruction,syStem suggests five basic teaching-learning
inciples which represent a fairly Comprehensive coverage_

of the principles of educational'psychology. They have the
added value of being simple, easy to understand, and, most_
important, easy to employ inAesigning implementing_and
-,valuating learning activities. These principles are:

1. 'Perceived purpose
2. Appropriate practice
3. Knowledge of results
4. Graduated sequence
5. Individual differentiation

,

Fach of these is discussed separately,in the --ollowixig pages.

Operationally, the five teaching-learning principles provide
a check list for both individual training exercises as well
as reNenced,training units. As the trainer internalizes
the princlple, they are incorporated naturally into his
lesson and units and in a surprisingly Short period of time,
he begins o se them as a springboard for creativi:-y rather
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than simply as a mechanical device. Upon conclusion of a'
lesson or unit (past evaluation) the trainer can often identify
those areas that need modification, improvement Or elimination
by analyzing the lesson in terms of principles. Also, this
facilitates effective consultation and assistance in the
training process by another trainer.
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Nu -ber 2_,21%11

Peace Corps Training Guideline

METHODOLOGN

hing-Learning Principles:

1. .perceived Purpose

People learn better if they have a :reason to learn.
perceived Purpose involves helping thp trainee to develop
a rationale for learning,--the material or skills required to
meet training objectives..

.-The principle of perceived,purpose is strongly related
to the presentation .and explanation 'of .training objectives
to the trainees on their arrival, See Qualification.Model
4n the Training Activities 7ection ) and falls-in the general
field ofurrotivation.'

According to this principle the trainee should be shown the
value of what he is learning. It involves an effective
description of what it is he is supposed to accomplish and_
why the objectives are worthwhile.

ainees learn best if they ca see,,or develop-themselves,
1 rationale for learning the material being pretented. If
4711e trainee accepts the impOrtance of what is being offered,

will make the effort to learn and use that skill, knowledge,
.

or tttitude. Perceived purpose means either providing that
rationale or guiding'the trainees in developing it themselves.

Many Peace Corps trainers assume that because they have
seleeted particular objectives the- trainees will automatically
recognize that these goals are worthwhile. Of course any
experienced Peace Corps trainer-knows this =is, a delusion_
because trainees often question the merits of these goals.
Often their :doubts are well .founded; If there is somo
defensible reason for aci, =eying a particular objective

shOuld be communicateq to the trainee.' HoweVer, if the
trainer must search for reasons to convince the trainees and
fails to find reasons', the objectives must be reevaluated.
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Effective Perceived purp se should involve:

1. The cre'ation of a positive/set for the subjec
to be stu ed;

purpose that is relevant to the speClfic
objective;

that,is releVant the,kpUrp. inees, pref-
erably as individual

it shouldbe developed neax.-the- beginning of
instruction.-- a rationale developed at- t e.end-

. is of-little-use;

It should support the self-esteeM of the'tranee
'it shoUld not bc'littldor threaten him.

7:ni,imbor of waysto develop perceived pprp
ther

114

rinsic Reward -- This involves ho,lding out
mo type of reward to the-trainee (e.g free

uime) for successful completion of training
lrtivitles and achievement of objectives. This
+s generally not effective as it focuisses the
irainee on the reward -- not developing a skill.

yEzh tation Telling the_ trainee that learn ng
the m:ltctial is "import,Int' or "useful", etc.
Its utility depends on.the 'credibility of the-
instructor. Obviously it 'Canizie overused if
it is the only approach to perceived purPosp.

-

teductive - in this approach the instructor
relates the material to something the traijle6s
will do in the fielr'; in other words, the
instructor presents a rationale for achieving
the objective.

Inductive -- The most-offective.type of perceive:
purpose, induction involves providing trainees
with sufficient informat,ic.- 'hat they individnally
develop a rationale for larning.



Obviously, theY probability for success in achieving motivation
is'greater if the reward is intrinsic rather than extrinsic.
peace Corps' move from the old FAO-FS0 selection model to the
current qualification model was a recognition of this-
principle, i.e the move was away from the extrinsic threat
of,"de-selection" as a motivation for, learning to the intrin ic
value of.qualifying for Volunteer service by meeting goals
based on task analysis of the Voiunter. job.
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ived PurpOse

Perceived Purpose: The trainee must see why he
should study something.

hatDoes Perceived Purpose_Mean?

"To Perceive"-means_to see or to understand and "purpose"

means thereason for doing something or the'usefulness'of
something,:or why something should be done. The Perceived

Purpose means that tice student Must understand the reason
of studying a particular subject.

The student must see a reason why for studying a .particula

thing. If you want .the trainee to be able to use sterile tech-

nique in a laboratory,_hc. must know...why it is important

for him to use sterile technique,' etc.

Pere ived Pur.ose Needed?

the trainee does not under tand why..iteis important to study'.

a-particular subject,. he will not _want to study it. 'If he c:loes

_ot.want;:t.,.3-study it, he will hot.learn it, The-lief-ore it is

important that the trainee understand the usef6iness to him

of learning the-subject the instructor intends to teach.,,,

It Jer the trainer's responSibil'ty to sep that.the trainee is

motivated to learn. Too often trainers leave this entirely

upto the trainees. They- either assume' that the trainees

will want to learn, or assume that trainees who do not- want

learn are just lazy. Neither of these may be the case. Once

tft:- trainee sees that achieving the objectiVe will,be useful

to him, he will probably want to try=to learn it. However,

the instructor must point out 'its usefulness to the.trainee.

If the instructor thinks that the subject may not be,useful

to the trainee, .he _should not teach it. lf he thinks:it will

be useful,jle shoUld tell th6,trainee'howand tyhy it will be

useful, or provide the-trainee with suffieientjnformatioh so
that he can make this detemination himself.
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flow Should Perce ved Pur.ose Be Developed?

The instrUctor must try in some way to create
a positive set for the subject to be studied.

In order to do this properly, the instructor mUst have a
postive attitude towards- the subject himself. He must
believe that it is worth studying and convince the trainees
that it is worth studying.

If an instructorses "Negative Perceived.Purpose, he -is not
using-the principle properly. "Negative" Perceived/Purpose.
means:that he indicates in some way he_thinks-the objective
is not worthwhile or that studying-it is a wasteof time.

B. The Perceived Purpose must be relevant
to the specific behavioral objective

.

being taught.

Just as the Appropriate Practicemust be the Samecaction
as described in the objective, the Perceive&Purpose must
relate directly to the'objective.1 You want the trainee
to be motivated to learn to do th specific behavior you
are tryingto teach.

C The Perceived Purpose developed must be relevant
to the particular trainees whom you are teaching;
it must be some' thing important to them
peronally.

, People only.understand :things that'relate to .their own lives.
People are only motivated by things'Which are iMportant to
theM personally_in some -way or other. An in8tructor might
uue.one:type of motivation techniqUe with one ,type'of trainee
very successfully, bUt the same technique with a differeht
grOup of trainees might be completely useless if it is
meaningless to'them. Therefore, in using 'Perceived PurPoso,
the'instructor.must take into consideration the:background
of the traines.-
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Perceived Purpose should be developedsome
time near the beginning of the instruction..
It may be repeated near the end also, but it
must first appe the,beginning.)
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Perceived Purpose should be developed initially as soon as
-possible in the instruction. If thetrainee'S interest is
only Aroused near the end of training, how can he learn?
His opportunity will already hav,e been lost.'

This does not mean that Perceived Purpose should Only be
developed at the beginning of,instruction, and.then forgotten.
It is usually a good idea to continue to deVeldD Perceived
Purpose throughout the period of instruction. Interest can
lag at any time during the course, and whenithe trainee loses
interest, learning'stops. It is also a good idea to end on a
motivating thought, so that the trainee will be motivated to
apply what he has learned when he leaves your class.

Perceived Purposemust supportlthe self-
esteem of the trainee--if shOuld not be-

.

little his or frighten him or nke him feel
bad.

_ '

mhis means that Pcrceived _urpo e should lead to the
-.Ie-Jelopment of the trainee in a positive sense. It should
reate pleasant conditions in the learning Situation. If
the conditions are unpleasant, the trainee will try'to
avoad them, and hence avoid learning.

1

TL methods used.to develop Perceive&PurpoSedhould not
:.cl,duee antagonisms in.the trainee towards .the InstrUctor,

cle.ss, 'other trainees-, onthe subject. Itifter all, what
-cloG4'does it do.te. get a trainee to study hard for a.class.-,
hUt to a subject? in the long run, it does.no good at
ail. vherefore, it is better-to:use Perceived Purpose that

and.improves the trainees rather-than'methods that
woul6'belittle or thre4en them or produCe undesirable side=
,effeets.

Here are a few possible ways of developing Perceived Purpose:

_ instructor can relate the subject matter\to the,
..t=rainees own lives by pointing=out how achieving
tn.i.objective will_help them:Am- other words, hOw
it will make their lives morerewarding.
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The instructor can point out the importance of
'achieving this objective in order to help the'
trainees do their jobs better, or how it will
make them better workers.

The inStructor can give examples of ways in whiCh
. use- Of the principle the instructor plans to teach
has helped other workers in similar jobs to those
of the traineeS.

-The- instructor can show what b_ad things may happen
.,.

if the desired principle is not applied (such as
not using sterile techniques causes infeCtion).-
But these should not be threats to the trainee as
a person-

If the instructor includes any of the above mentioned approaches
or similar items in his lesson; we can'assume that he is trying
to motivate the students to learn and thus is applying the
teaching principle of Perceived Purpose. Whether or not the
trainees are actually mdtivated to learn or not, however,. can
only be determined by obAerving the trainees. If is actual

actice a particular inStructor'S motivational techniques do
ot actually motivate the trainees to learn, then the instructor

-should modify his technique or use other methods of inspiring
the trainees to learn.

Peview of Main Points About Pe..LE221-2fLULIIP22
-

An Instructor is using the principle of PerceivedP
when the following conditons'are met:

The Perceived Pui-pose mUst'be. ositive tOward
the.subject. It must 00 absolutely clear that'
the instructor is trying in some' wayto give
the,trainees a reason for studying that subject.

1+
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E1 The Perceived P rpo_eltlust be relevan to the
specific behavioral oble_ELi.Ep being taught.

The Perceived purpose developed must be relevant
to those particular trainees; it must be,something
important to them personally.

D. Perceived Pur08se mus't be developed.some time
near the beginning_of the instruction. (It

may.be repeated throughout the instruction
and near the end also,- but it must first
appear near the beginning..

The, Perceived PUrpose must support_the self-esteem
of the trainee--it should not, belittle him or
frighten him or make him feel bad.-
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Examples of Perceived Purpose

Below are two examples of instructors' attempts to teach
the;objectives. The,fitst ekample, the instructor
is_not using the princiOle of perceived purpose, while
the instructor in the second example is_ using this
principle. -Read both e*amples and the.discussion that follows.

Example One - Pe-ceived Purp se -- No

Objective: The trainee will be able to explain
the;policies Of the Department of
EduCation with regard to hours On
dutY,-leave allowances, and procedures
,foritaking leave.

Learning Activity.. The-instructor starts the course by
, saying "I know you already know this, but the governffient
says I have to teach it, so I will review it for you
anyway." fi

Discussion: How many times have you seen instances where
instructors start off their class telling the trainees'
that, the course\is required, so,would they please:not
become too bored? If there is a chance that the course
will be no mote than review, whyteach-it? why teach any
course 'if it'canit be Made relevant to the trainees' needs
and perceptions of what they want. The instructor in
this example hasn't realfzed that if traineesare not
interested inwhat theyre going to learn, they_won't
learn it. Moreover, this probably causes a vicious circle,
in which the course is given again because the trainees
didn't learn anything the first time.

;Example TW - Perceived Purpose - Yes

Objective: The trainee will be a4ple to present the:
flannelgraph storyOthe,pollution problem
to a,group of locavillage elders and after-
wards answer theirs questions and discu
pollution with them.
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1,29Erain: The instructor starts this co rse by
explaining the importance of village elder to_the success of
the Environmental Protection Program. He gives several
examples'of actual villages where the worker has been able
to make the Environment protection 1?rogram a success by
active involvement of the village elders. Then the instructor
states that in this course the trainees_will learn how to
motivate the local village elders to help them in implementing
the program

Discussion: In this second eXample the instructor is
trying,to relate his class to. a 'need that the trainees.
have --' in'thiscase; the heedto be Successful in their
Job.: ._While it is granted that this will not motivate
.0V'ery. Crainee, 'the instructor is probably more able to
got the attention -and interest ofjastrainees than if
Ile didn't attempt to tie the Subject-in-with the trainees'
other interest. By taking this first step, the trainer has
gonsa 'long.way tO deveiopinq ways- of en-suring 'that the:courses

t'e Cites are-vital 'and esentia1 to.the trainees'. At-the
mgtime, he 18_1prebbly cnsring that he won't!, have to

say sometuie in the future, !1-I know-you've already been .

taUght this, _ut
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Teaching Learning Principles:

2. Appropriate Practice

Appropriate practice means provision opportunities for the
trainee.to perform in a fashion donsiStant with the o jective.

Quite simPly this means doing what the objective calls,f0r.
It is based on-the trite bUt true principle that we learn by
doing. .Few trainees- will achieve an objective without this.
If an objective is driving a tractor, a trainee must have
an opportunity drive one-and not just be the victim of
classroom-instruction.- -If the' objective is_ that .the trainee
will be able to write a lesson plan employing an objective,
pre-assessment, Jearning activities which incorporate these
Tive teaching7-learning principles,, and a post 6-Valuation then,
the _best POSsible Way:to achieve that objective ,is for the
trainee to ,write-a lesson plan-

,

While this seems both,simple andliasic, a great. many
-probleMs in Peace. Corps-training can beattributed,to
inappropriate practice, e.g.:learningto-write-lesson
ylans by- listening to extensive lecture,on the:subject.

The three domains and-hierarchies within the domains are
useful in determining what is appropriate. If exact practice
is not possible, learning activities should be as equivalent
or angalogous as possible. For instance, if student teaching
in real classrooms is not possible because of timing of
training falls during school vacation then'the next best
recourse may be to set up summer review or remedial schools
for Volunter students.

Summary

Alopropriate Pr4etice: :All the traifiees must practice
_doing the.action described in
ttte.:Behavioral Objective

1 8
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11.11.2S.MearitlatePracti
Appropriate Practice means practice doing exactly the same
action as described in the Behavioral Objective. Although
practice in otherskills leading up to the one desired may
and should also be given;, at least some practice MUst be
given in doing the desired activity. This should be done
under exactly the same conditions stated in the objective.
The practice and the evaluation cannot be one and the same.
The trainee must do the required action at least once for
practice and at least once more for the Post Evaluation. Por
example, if you want the trainee to be able to manage a class-
r om, you must allow a minimum of one opportunity in a class-
room.for practice and after that conduct at least one more class-
room t2xerc1se evaluation.

Why is Apprppriate Pract ice Needed?
-

-Educational psyChologists have discovered that people learn best
when they are-given an Opportunity to practice or applytheir neW
_skills and- knowledge. This especially ,imPOrtant.for job:'
training, .since specific skills are required on the jObs.,
what is needed in-order to:acquire these essential'skillsis
Practical training rather than theoretical discuasions. In-

structors who use:CRI. realizethat without- aufficient practice,
many objectives cannot be. achieved. By using the Principle of
appropriate practice, the instructor is certain that what he

.

-is teaching is rievant to the behavioral objective,, and
further that- he hap a high probability of achieving it.
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Below are two examples of an ins ructor's at empts toteach
the given objectives. In the fi st Example, the instructor
is not using the principles of APPROPRIATE PRACTICE. In
thesecond Example, the instructor is using the prinaple.
Read both examples, then read the.discussion that follows:

EXAMPLE ONE

OBJECTIVE: The trainee will be able t8 explain
blueprints, section views and per-
spective drawings to a draftsman
apprentice, using examples of all
three, and- answering all, of the
apprentice's questions about these
type of drawings.

Learning_ ACtivitv: At the beg pning,Of:a:iectUre on each
type of drawing, the-instruotat calls on one of the
trainees,to cdome,to the front of the rooM'and givean
explanation of the three types using example. He.then
,proceeds to give his nobmal lecture on:the subject.-

Discussion: In this'example,'the instructor is not
Using the principle_of APPROPRIATE.PRACTICE, as is
violating rules ;liana B. The Objective:calls for,
doing the activity, in a situatiOn,where there are
draftsMan apprentices-and piesumably this would be
a.place where they,are doing their apprenticeship.
Therefore,,the praCtice provided_1S quite different
from the behavior required, irv(theibjectiVe.
Secondly, only one trainee getS the\opportunity to .

practice giving the explanation. APpROPRIATE
PRACTICEmeans that all, the trainees_Must practice.
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EXAMPLE TWO

OEWECTIVE:, . The trainee "Will be able to present
a flannelgraph stbry on the'pollu-
tion problems to a group of village
elders .and afterwards answer their
questions and discuss the problem
With them.

.Starting the second week of this 8-
week course, the trainees spend three weeks in the field
conducting- group meetings with villageders.- They use
a flannelgraph on-the pollution problem eo explain,the
prebtem to the elders and then:nswer their quedtions
about pollution in general discussions.: Each trainee
observes at least four such meetings and does two on
his own.

Discussion: In this example, the trainee did do
what was stated in the objectivethey went out to
the village and held group meetings. They used
the flannelgraph and endeavored to answer the
elders' questions. This practice duplicated exactly
what was specified in the objective, so it was
APPROPRIATE PRACTICE. It is also important to-note
that this instructor wisely provided sufficient
practices So that,each trainee had ample,opportunity
to improve. i.

Review once m _e the main points abOut APPROPRIATE PRACTICE-.

.An inptructor is using the principle of APPROPRIATE.
PRACTtCE when: he meets- the folloWing dondition

A. The_trainees Are allOWed*to dO7 the specific
action _called_for _in the7Behavioral
under exactly the conditions described in the
objeCtive;

All of the trainees have a chance to practice.

The praCtice cemes befQre_ the final evaluation
pf the objective..
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D. If more than-One.desired action is described-
the objective, the trainee must have iiractice
in doing all of the desired- adtions., it cannot-
be assumed that because- thertrainee ca4 db.-one
adtion that he-can do another different-action
as'well.
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Teaching-Learning.Principles:

Knowledge of Results

Knowledge .of Results means provision of opportunities for-the
trainees.to determine the adequacy of.their own responses
shortly after making them. .While we learn from doing, we'Can
learn, to do things incorrectly. Knowledge of Results involves
_telling the trainee whether, he is doing something correctly .

or incorrectly, and, if the .latter, -telling him precisely as
possible what he is doing wrong and how to correct it.

4

We Often fail in this because We don't want to 'hurt the
trainees feelings. ,It requires a high degree of responsibility
or., the part of all the training staff; It can be done within
the framework of helPing a trainee, with,ths emphasis on
evaluation of the trainers or training rather than the
trainee. The.time factor is of crucial importance. The
longer period that lapses between practice and knowledge, of
results the less effective it becomd's. After one hour=
effectiveness diminishes rapidly. This of course becomes--
difficult on individual field trips or-other learning
activities when the-trainee is away from staff for long
periods. Even then, there is a better chance of structuring
it in, if the principle' ib kept in mina, than-if it is ignored.

Like Perceived Purpose, Knowledge of Results is central
to-the Peace Corps Qualification, Model. It is a precise
and more accurate description of what we mean by "feedback".
Some suggestions on giving,and,receiving feedback are
included in the section on the.Qualification model.

What is Meant by Knowledge of Results?

Knowledge of ReShlts means that each time the trainee practices
doing the de'sired action, he should be told in some way whether
he is doiw it correctly or not,.if,he,is doing it right he
should be told-he is doing it correctly vice versa. If only
part of what he is doing is wrong, he should be told which part
is wrong. He should also be told why it is wrong and how
to make it right.
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Knowledge of Results is for the t ainee, not fer the instructor.
when the instructer 'checks on how well the trainee is doing for

.

the instructor's information.that falls under the category of
e'valuation. It is possible to lot the Lrainee know how well he
is.doing, Without the instructor checking on the_trainees. Or,'
the instructor may give Knowledge of Results to'the trainees and
collor-- evaluation 'info -mation for himself at the same time.

Y SHOULD IOWLEDGE. OP RESULTS BE GIVEN?

why_Should Know1ed. e Results be Given?

Knewledge of Results is necessary for the trainee td improve from
one practice to the next. When a trainee perCorMs something wrong,
he'muLit' know what he is doing- wrong so that-he t-,711 knowiWhat to
change in,Order to improve. jf he is not told he is performing
incorrectly, he may go on doing the same thing and ::hus simply
praetice the wrong action over and over.. It is true that We
learn from our mistakes, but only if we know thev are mistakes-.
A trainee must also be told if he is performing correctly.
Otherwise he may think he is doing it wrong and change to the
wrong procedure, just betause he does not know when he is righ
The trainee should be given a chance to improve after being
given Knowledge of Results and-he should go on practicing until
.,he has performed the desired behavior correetly several times.

The purpose of Knowledge of Results is to guide the t ainees
toward accomplishment of a specific objective. We do not want
the-trainees to perform the behavior in just any way they want,
we want them to perform it as described in the behavioral

- objective.

For example, suppose Peace Corps Volunteers are learning to
conduct interviews wdth village elders about C.I.A. projects.
The teacher does not want,them to conduct interviews to-just
any haphazard way: they must follow rules for good interview
procedure. Thus, after each interview they conduct, they should
be told if they are follbwing the correct, procedure or not.
This way, the trainees can consciously try to correct their mis-
takes and improve their interview technique.
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How should Knowlpdge of Results Be Given?

A- For every activity that the t idnee performs, he should
be told how well he:is'dOing. OnlyA_n this way, will he
be able to improve from one practice to the next.

If the trainee does not get Knowledge of Results each time
he practices, he may practice wrong part of the time.

-

B. Each and ev y t:-ainee must receive Knowledge of Resu s,er
not just some of them.

This means that each trainee must know each time he practices
Whether he has performed correctly or not,- This does not
mean that the instructor must Speak to each trainee individuallY
after each practice, but, he must .have some, way of letting the
traineeknow what is the right answer or the correCt way of
performing.

C. The trainee should be given Knowledge of Results as:soon
as:possible after performing the'activity 7.preferably
immeaiatelv after doing it, but at least within one
hour of the timethe activity is completed.

The most effective, Knowledge. of Results should'be given as
the trainee practices. -The trainee should know immediately
after he aoes Somethingwhether it is right-or wrong. If he
has to wait.too long after doing sOmething-before finding out if
it is right,,by the time he gets the results, he may have
forgotten-what he did:.

There are four basic kinds- of Knowledge of Reaults.

Say right-or wrong.

2. Say right or wrong plus explanation.-

3- Give right ans e

Give right answer plus explana'Aon.
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Using these four types. Knowledge of Results may be given An a
number of different ways, depending on the-circumstances. Here
.are a few examples of possible ways of:giving Knowledge-of
Results:

Each time- a trainee answers questions or tries to do the
desired action, the instructor can tell him if-it is right
'or wrong br well done or poorly- done.

Each time the trainee writes the answet'tb a qUestion or
tries o solve a problem etc., at his desk for exaMO.e,::
the instruetor-giveS the correct answer out.11oud at the
front of the :room, or demonstrates the correct solution
to the problem on the blackboard, or gives some discusSion.

Each time all the _trainees-practice doing something at
their seats (such as writing the answers to a question or
solving a problem or trying something), by walking around
observing individual trainees the instructor can pick one
who is doing it right and have him do in front of the class
so that the rest of the class can correct their own
mistakes.

The correct answer may be given after each attempt to do
something or after the-trainee has done-a series of
attempts such as series of problems or questions, the
correct answers may be given for the whole series.

Knowledge of Results may also be given through individual
counselling with each traine6, telling him how well he is
doing, which are his weak points and which are his strong
points.

These are just a few possibilities. You should be able to think
of many More.
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Examples of Kno- ledge of -Results

Here are two examples lof two trainers teaching different objectives.
In the first example the instructor is not using the principle of
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS. In the second example, however, the instruc-
tor is using the principle. ,Read both examples, then read the
discussion that follows. Try to see why the principle is not
present in the first description and how it is being used in
the second.

EXAMPLE ONE- - KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS --140
'OBJECTIVE': The trainee will be able to explain,

-the building Of a copra oil press to
a student Using the village Techno-
logy Handbook as an.aid and anSwering'
'all .the -Student's questions about the_
method.

Learning ActiVity At the end of each day, the instructor asks
five questions on Points covered during the lectures,that,daY,_
'The traineesmrite the answers to theSe que8tionS and tUrn-in
their papers. _The instructor uses these exercise as an indica-
tion of how well the students are understanding his lectures.
He 'does not return the papers, nor is there any discussion- abOut
them.

Discussion: This violates rules A, B & C. We cannot
say that the- instructor is using the princj_ple of
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS since there is no indication that
the instructor tells the trainees the correct answers.
In this particular situation the instructor is undoub-
.tedly trying to evaluate how well-the traineee are
learning and yet how simple it would be to tUrn this
activity into a useful learning experience. The
instructor could simply read out the correct answers,
thus enabling the trainees to see hbwmell they are

,doing.

EXAMPLWO KNOV4LEDGE OF-RESULTS.- yES
.DBJECTIVE: The trainee will be able -to

present a spelling leSson Using
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-a flaipel raptv in a village
school.

Larnin9ACtjvit: while the trainee is conducting the cla
presenting the Alannelgraph,..etc., the instructor takes down
careful notes. After the class is over, he discusses the good
and bad points with the trainee who actually conducted the
Class and with any trainees who obserVed. Then he makes sug-
gestions on how the class could be-improved.

Discussion': In this example-the indtructor is
using the principle of KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS.
First, he discusses all aspects of the .trainee's
performance, not just the good points er the, bad
points. .Second, he mentions ways-that the trainee
can_improve his performance. The:technique the
instructor used -- taking careful notes oi7 Le
clast'-- is a useful one for an activity suct as
this where it would be difficult to interxppL the .

trainee., mete, however, that it is important
that this feedback be given to.the trainee imme-
diately after the meeting, not several hours%or days
later.

Review these points about KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS:
L.

An ,instruct6r-is using- the principle,of KtiOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
when he meets the following conditions:

A. _For-every .activity that the trainee performs',
he- is told how well he- Is doing.

Each Trainee gets KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS, not
.just some of them

He receives KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS ,as soon as
possible-after performing the aCtivity
_preferably immediately after doing it, .

but at least.within One hour of the time
that the activity Was completed.
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Teaching-Learning Principles:

4. Gradu tpd Sequence-

SucceSs reinforces learning? failure promotes an avoidance
--attitude towards learning.: Training .aetivities,should
be Sequenced from easy,to difficult,- from, familiar to
unfamiliar; from simple.to.cOMplex. This principle Com-
bined With indiVidual differentiation,,,enhances.the chances
that- each trainee-will moVeat a pade which enSures Continued
success in approachingand-achieving training-. objectives.
Ibe levels in the-cognitive and affective domains are A
useful.guide in sequencing a' training program.- Inverse -

Jgraduated sequence tends to .friistrate many,traineeswhen
they initially encounter -an objeCtiVe- that,is difficult.
to Achieve.- .If subsequent:objectives are simple Or less
challenging the frustration of boredom becomes a Aigni

Graduated Sequence: The trainee must proceed step by step
and each,step must be in Some.way
mOre difficult than the previous
step',

what is Meant by Gradua ed 'Se221D24?

Graduate Sequence basically means starting with What
easiest for the trainee and gradually progressing to what
more difficult for him, until you' reach the objective.
Although Appropriate Practice, doing ,exactly the action
decribed in the behavioral objective, is always necessary, it
is usually wise not to start immediately with the Appropriate
practice, but to build up to it gradually. First,the instructor
may want to.give the trainees practice doing pre-requisite
skills or to give demOnstrations and guidance% This all falls
under-Graduated Sequence.

is
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Wh Use GraduA2(i_aegia2ELt?

Graduated Sequence is one of the best known principles of
educational psychology. Most trainers apply 'it more or less
naturally in one way or another. However, to be sure you are
applying it, it helps to be conscious of what you are doing so
that you can check yourself.

There are many reasons that trainees learn better when they
proceed from the easy to the difficult. The most obvious
reason, of course that some difficult skills simply cannot
be mastered until the prerequisite tasks have first been

'learned. Another reason is that it is more motivating to
the trainee to start with something that is familiar to him
or that he can master easily. Once he learns how-to do one
step-he will be eager to proceed to the next. On the other
hand, if he starts with something too difficult for him, he
may become so frustrated that he will decide to give up
altogether.

GradUated Sequence makes the instructors j -b easier too,
because as trainees move gradually' and naturally from "one
step where they can perform to the next, they become:more'
and more involved in the instruction and tend-to proceed
to the more difficult stepS far more eabily.

should. Graduated Se uence Ea-Used?

-The only rule about Graduated Sequence is that the trainee
should start with learning activities -which arein some way-
easy for him and proceed step by step to

. learning activities
which are in some way more difficult for him;

Graddated Sequence can refer to any of the following
things:

Simple to complex
Easy to difficult
Known to unknown
Familiar to"unfamiliar
From less motivating to highly motivating
Prom individual parts to the complete whole
From indiVidual units to a.combination
Prom doing'something,with help to doing it alone
From theory to practice.
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The trainee should be able to progre s slowly from something
that is easy and lamiliar for him to something difficult and
unfamiliar to-him. This means that if the action called for
.in the objective is quite difficult or complex and unfamiliar
to-the'trainee, the inStructor Should start with sOme simpler
action and build up step by step to the action Called forrin
the objective.

This step by'step build up can be done in a _umber of ways:

1. The instructor can divide the ob ective into
smaller parts and teach each part separately first'
and then put them altogether to form the combined
'objective.

2. The instructor can start with those parts of the
objective which the trainees already partially
know or are at least familiar with.

The instructor Can start with very simple probleMs,
of questions or situations and gradually progresa,
to more difficult ones.

The instructor may start with a demonstratidri and
then have the trainee try:the action as the instructor
guides him, much-as a teacher may guide the hand of
a small child as he learne'to write. Then the trainee
may try by himself.

:The trainee may first simply memorize t'he theory
and then try tosapply.the theory in actual practice.

6. The- trainee-may first try the action-on a model or in
a role-play sit ation thenstry it in a real situation.

We can say that, the teacher is dsing the principle of Graduated
Sequence' if he is following any of the .above listed methods.
He is making the best use of the.principle of_ Graduated'Sequence..

.if he is_using a combination of two or more.of the aboVe listed
methods at the Sametime. He is making the best-use ofthe prin
ciple if the jump between'each graduated step is small. That is,

.

the-action required by the trai-nees becomes only a little b4t
rn..ore difficult each.time the instruCtor moves on to.thes next step
and the instructor does not move ne stpp to the next tOo_
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The instructor istnot applying the principle of Graduated
Sequence under the following conditions:

He goes from difficult to easy or any of the directions
indicated above in reverse.order.

He starts immediately w_th having the trainees practice
the actual final action required in objective and has them
pradtice.only that with no previous explanatiOn or guidance Or
step by step.build

He goes from step to step , but each step is of equal
difficulty. The steps do not get harder or complex as he
goes along. For example, in nutrition, the instructor
teaches-about one food group,at:a,time, but there is
nothing more difacult about one food group than
another.

1 2
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Examples of Graduated_Sequence

Here are two exatple of instructor's classes. One of the
instructors is not using the principles of Gr duated
Sequence and the other instructor is using the principles.
Read the objective:and-descr-iption of the learning activities,
then read the discussion that follows._

EXAMPLE :- One Graduated Sequence -- No

OBJECTIVE: The trainee will be,able to explan the
rearing=of broiler chicks-to.a Voced student.

Learning Activitdes The instructor begins hIs series of
lectures on rearing of broiler chicks with a dise4ssion of
breeding. Because he knoWs thiS will be the most difficult
subject since most of the trainees are not familiar with
breeding technology, he wants to get it out.of-the way first
so that the rest of the course will.seem easy.

Discussion: The inStrubtor in this.description is
-not using the principle of Graduated Sequence.
He is thinking more about making his job easier,
and he,iS ignoring the fact that he is actually
making the traineeS job harder. By starting:with
a subject he knows Will be diffiCult, he runs the,

risk of discouraging many of the trainees. A wise
trainer realizes.that trainees learn best when they
feel-they are accompliShing something-

EXAMPLE Tw_ Graduated, Sequence -- Yes

(:)BJECTIVE: Trainee will be able-to present a
flannelgtaph story on the pollution
problem to village,-elders and,afterWards
answer their 'questiOns and discuss
pollution problems With them.
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Learninq,...Actiitv: The first two days of the course are'
spent in lecturestand discussions about ways of motivating
village elders and- a few simple rules to follow in con-
ducting group meetings. The next few days are spent in
practicing the use of several visual aids, especially the
pollution,flannelgraph, and in acting out role playing
situations of meetings with village elders. During the
lase,week of the, course, the-trainees spend three days in
the, field, where' each one conducts at- least two actual
Meetings.

Discussion: This instructor is using Graduated
sequence., Each of his learning activities
actually works to get the trainee more
involved with the final goal of working
in,a group meet_ing in the village. The fi
activity is relatively simple, and the
trainees are allowed,to findways of motivatiiq
village elders without having to worry z'.bout
making mistakes, since there are no real
elders present. After that the trainee;
to practice what they will do in the
Finally, they go out and actually conduc': neetitcjs
in_the village.

1 4
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Teaching-Learning Trinciplesi,

5 Individual Differentiation

Individual differentiation means modification of objectives or -

means of instruction in response to the Special needs or talents
of:individual trainees. This principle is based on the assUmp-
tion that all trainees are not created eqUal. They have
different entry skills, aptitudes and attitudes. Training
activities designed for the middle skill level trainer
frustrate those who are fast or slow as well as those.who'
have very extensive or limited skills. Every effort should
be made to permit each trainee to proceed at a pace that
challenges yet permits success. Moreover, to.the extent
Possible training should be geared to the interest of
individual trainees. The 1 tter greatly promotes trainee
involvement in learning.

Individual Dif entiation: EachTtrainee should be given the
opportuniXy-to learn in\the way

ripest suited to him .

what is Individual Differentiation'

Individual Differentation is the principle of learning psychology
that recognizes that each of us in-an individual, -and as indivi-
duals, we learn different things in different ways and at differ-

,ent speeds- When using the principle of Individual Differentia-
tion, the trainer structures the learning activities to such a way
that one trainee is given the conditions and opportunities for
learning which are most suited to his own personality and
needs.

Why_Use Individual Differentiation?

When an instructor use the principle of:Individual Differentiation,
he actually makes his job easier. By providing rewarding learn-
ing experiences to all the trainees, the instructor avoids both
'discipline problems (resulting frombored or frustrated students)
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and disinterested Students:who discourage others from
learning the material.- using the principle of.Individual
Differentiation pegmits the instructorto ensure that he
directs-his attention to each trainee's learning problems'.

How Should Individual Differentiation be Used?

A. Individual Differentiation provides different learning
experiences.for different trainees, based on actual
differences among the traineesnot merely on a random
basis.

This means that thp instructor, may -have'to teach in difftrent
-ways to achieve the objective with different: types,of trainees.
It is not enough to give individual aSSignments to the trainee's.

_tach.assignment should be.given.t0a specific'trainee.o'r a
Specific grouP of trainees for a particuiax.reason. :If
aAsignments are siMPly given out randoMly, then it will be
a matter of luck or accident whether or not a particular
trainee sets up assignment best suited to his needs..

In order to assign learning' activities to particular trainees
according to their individual-needa, the instructor muat know
something abodtthe. trainees.- This information should be
obtained on the pre-evaluation as mentioned ih the evaluation
Section.

Individual Differentiation should give the trainee a
chance to develop to his best advantage. it should
nothave a negative effect on any trainee.

The purpose of training is to develop the trainee. The purpose
pf Individual Differentiationis to find the best wayto,deve-
loping each trainee-in a positive way. Differentiation in a
-negative-way toWards any particular trainee or,Troup of traineeS
'is Called discrimination and should not be done under any
circumstances. The instructor who causes fruStration in a
particular trainee or groUpof trainees by deliberately ignoring
.their,special'abilities; experiences or interests is:Using
-negatil'ie differentiations; and therefore is not using-the

6
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prin iple of.Indiv4tdual Differentiation properly. Remember
that each'trainee'is an individual and the purpose of training
iS to bring out the-best in everS, individual.

_There are Many different,ways of differentiating traine4s and no,
onaN_ instructor- Could possibly apply all the.different ways in
-any-one-training situation.: HOwever, the more'ways in which
he-. tries to differentiate to help,the.trainees, the better he is'
using ,the principle-. In the examples and exercises that follOw,
consider that the instructor is using-the-principle of IndiVidual
Differentiation if he tries..to differentiate any trainees in any
way,at all

Here is a list of a few way's in which trainees may,be
differentiated. Perhaps you can think of still more.

by intelligence
by speed of learning
by interests
by sex
bY age
by job deáignation
by special talents
by trainees own preferences
by language ability
by-previous experience or educational background

=by motivations for learning the course material-

Only one or two or a few of the above items may be relevant to a
particular courseor objective. Perhaps some-other siMilar
categories.may be relevant to some particular objective. It is
unlikely that all of those distinctions coUld be made in anyone
course but the, more ways in which an instructor tries to attend
to the individual needr of the trainees the better.

Individual Differentiation does not mean that the instructor has
to diVide the class on a one, one basis. He Imay group the
trainees into Categories based oritheir individual differences.
Thus, tile class might be divided into two, three or four groups
on the basis of one of the categories'listed above. Fore example,
under category one, the trainees might be divided into three
groupS on the basis of an intelligence test, with the most in-
telligent in one group, average in another group and the least-
intelligent in the third group. Or the trainees might be divided

.into interest groups, with those who have one.interest in one group
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and th se who havv another interest in another group,

some ways of applying the principle of Individual Differen _ationare:

The instructor may diVide the class intO groupt
according-to the one or more of the categories
listed' above.

The faster-traineesAcir the one with previous
experience may be asked te5 help the slower
ones.

The trainees who get the correct answer first
dlAring practice, may put the correct Answer_on the
board or to give a demonstration -for the rest
Of the class.

4. The instructor may give extra practice on
particular pOints to different trainees,
depending on-which point each particular
trainee is weak in

The instructor may give extra attention and'
-instruction to trainees Who are having trouble.

The instruct r may give,extra assignments for outsidebf class and extra praatice fOr slow students or as
additional more advanced material for bright students.

7. -Thétrainees may be divided _into different groups
according to the results of the pre-evaluationt and
the objectives mak be re-set for the diffvent groups.
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g-xampIes of Individual -Differentiation

Below are two examples of an instructor's attempts to teach

objectives. In the first example, the instructor is not Using
the principle of Individual Differentiation, while the instructor
in the second exaMple is using this principle. Read both examples

and the discussion that follows.

Example One - INI5VIDUAL DIFFERENTIATION

Objective: The trainee will-be able to explainGrant-in-
Aid forms and reports to. his counterpart. .Elds

explanation shauld be consistent with the,rules
specified by the Trust Terrirory, The counter-
part should be able to complete these forms

accurately at the end of the explanation.

Learning Activity: At the end of each lecture/demonstration on
Grant-TIn-Aid forms and their explanation, the instructor calls

on oneP'of the trai ees to write'on the blackboard a sumMary of
the'points covered concerning the forms.

Discussion: This violates rule A. The principle
of Individual Differentiation is not being used.
Individual Differentiation means that,the in-

dividual differences among the trainees will be

taken into consideration It does not mean
merely that each trainee will get a chance to

do something. In this case there is no apparent

reason for calling on one trainee to write-on

the board rather another. Random selection is

not utilization of Individual Differentiation.

Example TWo - INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENTIATION

Objective: The trainee will be-able to present the flannelgrap

on the pollution problem to a group of local
village leaders and afterwards to answer their

questions and discuss:the problem with them.
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Learnin Activity: During the first week of the course, when the
trail-lees are acting out'role plays of village.meetings, someof
the traineps have a better technique than others.. When the
trainees do their field wOrk, during the second week, they are
assigned in groups of three, with one good trainee in each group.
The good trainee in each group dOes-the-first-two_actual meetings
while"the others watch and afterwards the instructor points out
the good and bad points to.all three 'trainees. The other two
trainecs_then conduct- two meetings each, which the inst'ructor-

Jalso discusses afterwards.

Discuasion: In this example the principle of
IndiVidual Differentiation is clearly being
used. The instructor is making the advantage ,of
the trainees' indiVidual backgrounds and ex--
perience by,havingchose trainees_who.have..
poOrer technigue benefit .from the extra
guidance given by the better trainees and the
trainees with the better technique benefit bY
gaining- confidence in themselves through help-
ing others learn.

REVIEW

n Points About Individual Differentiation

rin instructor is applying the principle of individual tifferenti-
.Ition when the following conditions are met:

A. Different learning experiencesshould be provided
lor different trainees, based on actual differences
among the trainees not merely on a random basis.

Individual Differentiation should be used only in a-
positive way-to allow each traine6 to develop to- hia
best advantage. It should not have a negative effeet
on any.trainee.
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Lea ning Activities
Cri erion-Check

What is Meant b- Criterion Check?

A Criterion Check is a short test given during the Teaching-
learning activities'to enable-the instructor.to find'out how
well the trainees are doing. Usually the Criterion Check is
given'in the middle of the Appropriate Practice activities.

Why Give Criterion Check?

,

When the instructor is planning the learning activities, he
anticipates that some trainees will finish before other8 or
that some trainees have another kind of-próblem The only
way the instructor can then identify which trainees are
having problems- learning the material and which trainees
have "reached criterion" (that is, can do the activity described
in the behavioral objective in a satisfactory manner) is by'
giying.a Criterion'Check.

The Criterion Check'will consist of activiti s similar to the.
Appropriate Practice and the post-Evaluation'. However, the
Criterion Check is not used_for grading purposes ,(strictly
speaking, nothing in CRI is used for grading purposes). It
is Used td plan the remaining-instructional activities.

How Do You Use.a_Criterion, Check?-

The first step in using ,Criterion Checks i6-to indicate that
it is a preview of the Post-EvaluAtion, since this is what
the Criterion,Checkreally is. Emphasize that to the :trainees'.
It will be used for finding ways to improve the instruction.

The-second step is,to adMinister the Criterion Check. This
,will consist 'of giving the trainee a set of exercises to dO,
a task to-do, or a project to do. The impcirtant distinction-
is.thatthe activity must be the same as described in the
Behavioral Objective. Usually, the Criterion Check is only
done fcir the Appropriate Practice activities.
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he third step is-to apply the results of the Criterid'n Check
0 the instructional'process,so that improvements ,can be made .
ssentially, there are two.main decisions that-must be made-
t this time., These are: what to do about the.traihees who
ave learned the skill, and whal to do about those-trainees
ho have not learned the skill.

150-

Trainees .who have Reached Criterion,: These Trainees
have performed Very wellon the Criterion Check and
in a sense have'achieved the behaviOr described in
-the Behavioral Objective. Therefore, the appropriate
instructional decision is-to find alternative construe-,
tive activities for these individuals. :Examples might
be:

1) They can take tne.Post Evaluation

11). They can do more difficult exercises

111) They can help some of the trainees who
have not reached criterion level.'

They can learn different skillS, ._articularlY
if an instructor iS not reqUired-

Imaginative inStructors will find many more alter-
-natives to add to this-list.

Trainees Who Have Not Reached Criterion: These
trainees need more practice, and depending upon
their performande, May require a revieW of the
Graduated Sequence activities-. ,Perhaps the
learning activities Were not constructed adequately
for these trainees' learning needs. This may
entail a re-examination of the Graduated Sequence,
Individual Differentiation, or Knowledge of Results
to find ways-to improve it. The instructional
decisions that may have to be made here might
include'one or more of the following:

The trainees receive individualized secial
tutoring.
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11) The trainees do more Appropriate Practice
exercises.

Again, imaginative instructo will be.able to add to
this list.
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Post Training Evaluation

At the end of the:training_program it is essential to determine
what 'percentage of the trainees met what percentage of object-
ives. This indicates:

1.. What changes shpuld be made in subsequent
training programs

2. What,,can reasonably-be,expedted 01 Voltinteers
in the,-field :during the initial months, an&

What-in-service training will probably be
required.,

PoSt evaluation involves testing the trainees in terms of the
objectives stated. If the objective is that the trainee will
be able to awim fifty yards in rough water, then the post-
evaluation involves each trainee, owimming-fifty yarda in
rough water. Each of the program objectives should 'be post
evaluated because of objectives comprise the minimum qualifi--
cation standarda fox the trainees and they meaSUre the'effective-
ness of the training program. yif a significant percentage of
trainees fail to meet a specific objective, it indicates that
the objective ws either beyond their capacity (i.e., an errcir
was made in either setting the objective and/or interpreting
the pre-rassessment) or it was not trained for efficiently. In
such an instance, the first conclusion is that the objective
should not be used for qualification. The second conclusion
is that, if essential to Volunteer performance, it should be
retralned in an in-service program. The third conclusion is
that it is incumbent upon the responsible training staff to
.examine the ,objective, pre-assessment, and the learning
*activities, to determine those areas where improvementand
modification are necessary in subsequent programs.

what percentage of trainees met what percentage of program
objectives combined with information from the pre-evaluation,
indicates specifically what training and the trainee staff
did and did not .accomplish.
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While a training post evaluation is necessary., it is not
sufficient. It should be combined with an evaluation or
evaluations of Volunteers in the field. This provides a
valuable check on the accuracy of the training sstaff's
judgements on how well trainees meet program objectives.
More important, a field evaluation indicates the relevances
of the program objectives and by extrapolation, the
accuracy of the task analysis. This data should be of
critical importance in designing follow-up programs in the
same technical_area and has carryover value in terms of
both cross cultural and language task analyses.

Procedures for conducting a post-evaluation are covered
in the Post Training Activities section.
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CONDUCTING A POST EVALUATION

An instructor is conducting a proper Post-Evaluation
'when he meets the following conditions:-

The Post-Evaluation consists of testing
procedures or test items.in which thelr
trainee performs theexact same behavior
described in the behavioral ob'ective.

The Post-Evaluation must come after the
learping activities for that particular
objective. That is, trainees must have

_the opportunity to practice the desired
behavior before they are tested-on it.
The practice itself cannot be the test.

C. The Post-Evaluation must test all of the
trainees. Each trainee must demonstrate his
degree of achievement of the objective.

CHARACTERISTICS OF POST-EVALUATION

A. The Post-Evaluation requires the trainee to
perform thetexact same behavior described in
the,,behavioral objective.

'This is the whole point,of having behaioral objectives.
'0.nce you have stated clearly that the trainee will be able
to do at the end of training, evaluating whether or not ,

you have achieved your goal is very precise. At the end
of the training programme, you simply have the trainee do
that same action. If hescan perform it correctly, then
your training has been successful; if he cannot, then

your training needs improvement.

Think of it in these te ms:

Behavioral Objective
jaearning Activity
Post-Evaluation

Trainee will be able to dO XYZ
Trainee practices doing Kn.
-Trainee does XYZ

Let s look at some examples of an instructor using a proper
post-evaluation versus an instructor not using a proper
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Obje ive: When tagging ,turtles, the.trainee will be 'able
to obtain the necessary information for the_
Marine Laboratory proforma,and fill out the
proforma correctly.

EX-_-ple A-1

post Evalua on --- No

Testing Procedure: After practice tagging several turtles
and-filling out proformas;.on the POst-Oaluatioh the
trainees are asked to 'list the' informatiofireguiredfor
the proforma.

This is obviously not a proper%.testing procedure fOr this
particulai-objective because it reqUires a co*letely
'different behavior from the one stated ih the objective.

Con-ider instead,this-Post-Evalution f r the same objectiVe:

Example A-2

post Evaluation --- Yes

Testing Procedure: After practice tagging several turtles
and filling. out proformas, for,the Post-Evaluation the
trainees are asked td collect the' necessary information
while tagging turtles and to correctly complete the-,
proforma.

This is a proper POst-Evaluation because:it duplicates iXaqlyi
the action described in the behavioral' objeCtiVe.

NQW think about this.

'If an instr ctor uses a teating prodedure that .is
inappropriate, for the objectiVe he i6 teachinT, and
yef still succeeds by having his traineeS perfOrm.
very well, hasn't his instructicin still been effeetive

and worthwhile

We hope that:you think,it has not .been elfective and,

worthwhile. af you get into a taxi and ask to be:-
taken to the airport, and insead the driver takes you
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to the railway Station, would you consider his job well
done? Of course-not.- In the same waY an instructor
who consistentiv accomplishes objectives other than
those he intene only fooling himself and being
unfair, to his tripeei.

B. the trainees laUst be, flowed to practice,the
-behavlor.described in the behavioral objective
before.the Pr.7.Evaluation of that behavior'.

Just as the Post-Eva ,Ition must duplicate the action described
in the behavioral -,.1-tive, the practice must also duplicate
that same' behav4,or bei- the Post-Evaluation.

This means that eaCh tr;:z mast perform the aCtion described
'in the objectiVe at least iie7 at least once for practice.
ahd onde for-the lost,Evaluation

Thus, the practi e cannot be the Post-Evaluation. Although it
is true that the Post-Evaluation will serve as extra practice
for the trainee and he may learn from it, this is incidental.
He should have already learned the skill before the Post-
Evaluation. If there is only one practice, then it cannot
be used as a Post-Evaluation. At least one practice must
procede the Post-Evaluation.

what follows 'an eicample of,an instructor who improperly
poSt-evaluates without having Provided practice and one who
provides the neceSsary practice before the post-evaluation.

Objective: the trainee will be able to .design and -draw
an, effective school visuai aid, following:the guidelines
provided in class.-

Example B-1

Post-Evaluation --- No

During a five day course for artistp, the instructional
staffpresents a series of lectures, slides and demonstre-
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tions on offective visual aids for classroom use. At the
end-of the course each student is asked to produce one
vual aid which is used as the post-evaluation.

This is not a proper post-evaluation as n ne of the artists
have had an opportunity to practice Prior toAoing the post-
evaluation. Imagine yourself in the position of having to
purform an unfamiliar skill as a post-evaluation prior to
having any practice. Your chances of sucoesswill ber much
loss than with sufficient practice. An important if practice
is not necessary prior to the post7evaluation, it's likely
that either the objective was trivial or the time devoted to
3A unnecessary.

Here is an example of a proper Pos Evaluation for the same.
objective.

Examnle B-2

Post-Evaluation --- Yes

Testing'Procedure: During a five day course for artists
lectures and demonstrations on how to make effective posters
are interspersed with practice actually Making posters so
that by the end of the course each trainee has designed
and drawn at least four school visual aids. The last visual
aid created by each trainee is used as the Post-Evaluation
for-the course.

'This is proper PostEvaluatiOn, because the trainees have
each practiced making at least three posters before the Post-
Evaluation.

C. A:Post-Evaluation Must,Tes !All of the Traine s

Each -,and every trainee must demonstrate whether or not
he has achieved the objective.

It is not, .enoUgh to just-test one or two,trainees in the class,.
-because, eVen unintentionally, instructors tend to select the
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best trainees to givethe final demonstration and thus come te
the false conclusion that all the trainees are do ng well when
they may not be.

This also means that-if the behavioral objective states t

each.trainee wilL.be able to doXYZ, then for the post-
evaluation, each trainee must do XYZ on his Own, Gioup
activities cannot be counted as individual'achievement. Even .

if the objective deaas With the/trainee's ability to work'in a
group then each trainee mustjbe observed for how well he work's_
in the:group.

Objective The trainee will be ab.le to prepare a design and
cost estimate for a copra warehouse that -satisfies
structural, aestetic and fiscal requirements as
defined by the Community Development Officer.

Example C-1

POst Evaluation No

Testing Procedure. After the instructor demonstrates
prOper precedure for preparing -a design and cost estimate,
.the trainees work in groups of five and each grout)
practices preparing a design and estimate at least,twice..
For the Post-Evaluation,.one trainee is selected from each
group to demonstrate the correct design and cost estimate
procedure.

This cannot be a proper 'Post-Evaluation because only a few
of the trainees have been tested. It may be that they are-
the only ones in the class who could prepare the design and
estimate. In this description it is also questionable whether
all,the trainees got to practice either,.since frequently one:
or two group:members tend t6 dominate the .group.

Example C-2

Post Evaluation --- Yes

Testing ProcedUre: After the instructor demonst ates the
proper procedure for preparing a design and cost estimate,
the trainees work in pairs-, taking turns preparing the-.
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design. and estimate, so that each one gets to prepare a
design and estimate at least twice. For the Post-Evaluation,
each trainee prepares his own design and estimate. The
instructor checks the solution of.each trainee.

This is definitely an appropriat --Pbst-Evaluation because it
meets all the criteria. Each trainee is tested. The testing
comes after-each trainee has hadCa chance to practice. And-
the Post-Evaluation activity duplicates exactly the action
described in the behavioral objective.
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Training Evaluation Introduction

When properly desighed and utilized, evaluation can and should be
the single most important management tool for Peace Corps trainin
Broadly speaking there are three majorreas.of operation whih
effect training quality, i.e., :

1. budget and fiscal
2. personnel
3. program-training design and implementation

Evaluation canlpe'defined as falling into two mal__ _ategories,
norm-based and criterion-based evaluation. Norm-based

eNialuation is based on:combarative -performance quantity or -
quality. 'One example of this might be comparing pox trainee costs
of one,untry with those of another. Criterion-based evaluation
invol4es setting goals or objectives ahd measuring success against
these. An examPle of this-might involve a country or Region
establishing a per trainee cost goal and 'a method o achieving it
nd measuring successin.attaining this,objective.

wlj:1 norm-based ovaluation has value both as a-method of collect-
ing data and as a mensuration device, criterion-based evaluation
ha lienerally proven to be a more useful-management-oriented tool.
The syStematic approach tb training whieh.is the focus of theSe
(7u.delines is a means of instituting .a criterion-based type of
,:!vaJuation in those situations when it is applicable and likely
to yield data whicli permits improvement of operations.

establishment of causal relationships is the key element in
a criterion-based evaluation approach. All too often decisions
which are subject to evaluation are made in isolation from the
types of causal related data which are essential to accurate
and_ relevant judgements. Training decisions, including those
effectin-g personnel, budget and content, are frequently taken
in-isolation from programming data. PrOgram decisions are
taken on the basis of subjective interpretations- of prior
experience, largely in,isolation from data on what goals have
been attempted in the past and the ways in which programming,
training and suPport have,attemptd to promote, the achievement
of tnals. For this reason, evaluations of these decisions are
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often subjective and, more importantly, do not yield the type of
data needed to make improvements in the program.

The production of information that will,permit program improvement,
should be the primary rationale for evaluation. To accomplish
this it is essential that:

17 measurable goalsHare established;.
2. A systematic approach is used-in achieving

'these goals;
3. The decisions involved in this aPproach are documented;
4. 'A final evaluation is conducted that.includes;

a. Specification of the results;
b. Analysis of the decision-making process;
c. Identification of factors which contributed

to and/or inhibited progress towards the,
goals.

Training is an element of,a total,programming and training process.
Evaluation of the training process is only valid insofar as it
r,:,,lates-to programming and to the whole. A schematic presentation
of this total evaluation process iS given on the following Pages.
In this the essential.hypotheses are Contained in ,the job-descriptic_
task analysis, skill and preconditions, screens and task detailing.
Training decis ons, can, in turn, be validated by training- and field
avaluation.
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ROCESS_PHASE

Program Conception

Job Description

EVALUATION CRITERIA

ConsiStendy with
three goals.of
Peaee Corps Act
and Peade Corps-
PhilosoPhy2

Do Volunteers
as individuals/
groups perform in
the job areas de-
fined?

. Task Analysis

EVALUATION MR SURES

Pre-program: logical
consistency.

Post-program:
reports of Volun
teers, 7ost Agencie!

Questionnaire for
PCVs & Hos:c Agenc,,
designed to elicit
this information.

ii) Observation of volun-
teers in the field.

Do Volunteers
the 4.ield per-

form the tasks
defined in the
iarvjuae, cross-
cultural and tech-
nical areas. Are
original predic-
tions of task
importance,
frequency and
difficulty
correct?

b -Are Volunteers
in the field-
performing tasks
not specified in
task analysis?

If the answer to
"b" is "yes." do
the tasks per-
forMed by the
Volunteers
comprise a via-
ble job
compatible with
Peace Corps and
Regional Jphilo7

1)417- 154

i) .Same as jot descrip-
tion.

Same as job descrip-
tion.
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PROCESS PHASE

4. Skill Screen

EVALUATION CRITERIA

171as it been poss
ble to train the
requested skill
level trainees to
perform the tasks
specified?

b) Are Volunteers
able to'perform
tasks. more
sophisticated
than those sti-
pulated in the
task analysis?

EVALUATION MEASURES

Post-oValuation
of training.

PCV performance
in the field.

Training pre-
evaluation.

ii) Training post-
evaluation

i) V performance in
field,

5. Pre-conditions
Screen

Task Detailing

Training
Objectives

.164

Are Volunteers
unable to per-
form predicted
tasks because .
essential pre-
condition's were
not identified?

b) Are .1PD]unteers
unable to per-._
form "predicted
tasks because of
inaccurate
_judgements on
the presence of
essential pre-
conditions?

Has ,task detail
provided adequate
and accurate data
for developing
training en-route
ol2i2etive,;2

Was judgernent of

priority tasks,
i.e., those

same as jo4.: descrip-
tion.

PCV performance
field.

same as job descr
tion.

PCV performanCe in
field.

i) Training pos
evaluation.

PerforMance of
PCVs in field.



PROCESS P SE EVALUATION CRITERIA EVALUATION 4EASURES

Training Pre-
A.siossment

selected as train-
ing objectives,
accurate?

b) Were training
objectives
faithful to
the domain
and taxonomic
level of
tasks?

Did training
objectives -
include all
those-tasks
identified ,

as training
priorities?

) Were trainees
able to achieve
skill performance
levels predicted
in training
ob'ectives?

9, Training a) were trainee's able
to achieve skill
performance
levels required
by.task analysis
and predicted
in- training-
objectives?'
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i) Logical consistency.

) Ability of PCVs to
perform tasks at
predicted level
measured by:

field observation
B) self-reporting
C) host-agency

reporting.

Logical col-istencv.

i) Training post-
evaluation.

i) Training post-
'evaluation

Performance
PCVs in the
field.
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PROCESS PHASE EVALUATION CRITERIA

10. Training a) Were trainees able
Post-Evaluation to perform ta ks

at the level
certified by
training post-
evaluation?

EVALUATION MEASURES

Performance of
PCVs in,the
field.

Field Evaluation a) Do sUbsequent-
programa reflect
Accurate analy
sis'of data
obtained- in
field evalua on?

i) Pe formance of
subsequent PCVs
indicates reduction
or elimination of
problems identified
in initial program
by means of steps
1-10 above.

InCluded in'the following pages:of this Training_Evaluation sUbsectian
of the'methOdology section are summaries of.training evaluation proce-

-dures . and'training documentation andreview. The training evaluation
procedures are discussed in detail_in.the 'subsection of 'this Method°-

,_-
logy.section. on the steps of the process. The elements of'training
dodumentation and:review are discussed separately and in detail:in
the three:Training-Activities' sections (4.0 Pre-training; .5.0 Train-
'ig'and 6.0 Post Training)..

In .addition tO the sections-noted above which relate to evaluatio
special refe'rence is made to "Programming Evaluation:, Manual for
Internal Program Evaluation in the Peace Corps." This manual
_details the overall Peace. Corps evaluation approach o which-
training evaluation is'a part.

.Norms-Based Eval ation

4hile criterion-based evaluation is viewed by'the Peace Corps as
the critical management tool this does.not preclude the use'of 'norm-
based evaluation. ,Suich evaluation measures as attrition levels
(based on man months ok service)-and return on investment (based on
valuing tasks identified in task analysis in monetary terMs), are
useful, both,as a,means of collecting.data and aS mensuration devices..
EPloration of the validityof these anclother'such norM-based
meaSures should be an integral part-. of continuing.-evaluation and
mprovement of training.
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SUMMARY OF TRAINING EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Evaluation in this systematic c iterion referenced approach
to training, which is the basis of these guidelines, is a
tool used for improving trainin and not for grading
trainees. For this reason, 1
evaluation (or pre-assessment), criterion check, and post-
evaluation be conducted/properly and the results used
properly. Briefly, the e three evaluation processes are:

is important that'the pre-

Tre-Evaluatibn (or pre-assessment) is used:to determine
:whatthe trainee knoWs and what his. interests are when he
first comes to traihing. It shauld determine whether or
nOt the trainee can do the'activity or skill he Is to be
trained in, and.Whether he has the prerequisites for
learning it.

Criterion_ Checks are used to determine learning progress,-
including whether more appropriate practice should bej)re-
vided, whether some trainees should be given special
tutoring,. 'and Whether same trainees sheuld be given addi-
tienal activities_ to-do.- The criterion check:is the-

,

trainer's assesSment tool ter-making decisions during the
teaChing-learning ac iVities.

Pos 7EvalUation is-used to determine how sUccessful
training was. It ia simply a measure Of how:many .trainees

_

-can-Ao-each-activity.-cOrreCt-*.at the end,of training. In
successful training programs, most of,the trainees Will-
_demonstrate the ability to perform each aetivity.:' BUt-, we
can only'say that training was successful if we can show
that the-trainees could not do the activity before training.

A rliagrammatidal represe tation of this process is given
oft the following- page.

Evaluation is useful only if it results in modifications
in the instructional process. If a trainer evaluates his
course, but does not use the results of the evaluations to
modify the training, what good was his evaluation? It is
like a man who owns an automobile. Each day he measures
the oil level, notes that it is below the empty mark, but
he does nothing to change the situation. Soon his auto-
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mobile will ,be in disrepair.. A t aining pr_gr- is just
like the automobile, if a"trainer evaluates it, but does
not use'the results of the evaluations to make his deci
sions his program will suffer.

proper evaluation will tell the instructor whether or
-not the instruction was successful. If it was not
Juceessful, it was forme or more of these reasons,:

168

1. The trainees were imgroperly, prepared for
the class,either'they did not .haVe the

.

proper prerequisites or the objective was
unrealistic.

The instruction was inadequa ely planned
for- the course.

_he inst uction was inadequately conducted.
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